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Spice Girls To Headline Spring Weekend
Trinity Students look forward to the upcoming Spice Girls visit on Spring Weekend when they
can see every boy, every girl shake it to the left... slam it to the right. Surprisingly, the girls had
time for the concert considering the success of their recent film, SpiceWorld.
End Co-Education At Trinity
Beginning in 2003, College Will Once Again Be All-Male
BY SHANNON FAULKNER
Womens' Studies Chair
Beginning with the Class of
2003, Trinity College will no
longer have female students. In
a surprise announcement, the
Board of Trustees proposed last
night at their annual meeting to
revert Trinity back to an all-
male institution. This move is
hoped to return Trinity to its
previously high levels of pres-
tige that existed before the de-
cision to admit women in 1969.
According to the new chair-
man of the Board of Trustees, C. •
Montgomery Burns, "recent ar-
ticles and polls citing the behav-
ior of Trinity students,
especially female students, have
seriously undermined Trinity's
image in the US and around the
world." ;
For legal reasons, the Board
has decided to allow the female
applicants recently admitted to
the College to attend and also to
allow those that here to com-
plete their degrees. From next
year, the admissions office will
no longer consider applications
from female students.
The Director of the Women's
Center, Robin Spath, said, "this
decision has come as a bit of a
surprise. Unfortunately the
College's 30 year experiment
with female students has been
deemed to be an utter failure."
The reaction from the
Women's Studies department
was less diplomatic. Professor
Joan Hedrick reacted furiously
to this decision, saying, "these
chauvinist bastards will de-
stroy everything that we have
accomplished. This is a very sad
day for Trinity indeed. I am
ashamed to be associated with
an institution that would do,
such a thing."
Mathematics Professor P.
see OLD BOYS CL UB on
inside back cover
BY GROUPIE SPICE
Wanna Be My Lover
Due to the combined efforts
of TCAC, the Ivy Society, and
the football team, the Spice Girls
will be headlining this year's
Spring Weekend. Breaking
their east coast tour for this
event, they will sing both new
and old songs off their platinum
albums Spice Girls and
Spiceworld.
Many students expressed
great excitement towards this
band playing here. One junior
girl in the Ivy Society, who
wishes to remain anonymous,
says, "I was a Spice Girl for Hal-
loween and I think they are all
really cool. 1 want to be just like
them. I even have lollipops just
like Baby Spice does! It's really
sexy." Captain of the football
team Ryan Burch '98 says, "It
wasn't hard getting them to
agree to play here. I just went
backs tage af ter one of their con-
certs and ended up really hit-
ting it off with Sporty Spice."
When questioned on their
feelings about playing at such a
' M a l l college,'Vfctforlif, coW"
monly known as Posh Spice,
says, "Well,, we have heard, a lot
about Trinity from Ryan, and
from what he says, I don't think
we'll have any problem fitting
in with the rest of the girls. Girl
power!" Another band member,
known as Scary Spice says, "If
the rest of the school is like the
girls in the Ivy Society, we
should feel quite at home there.
They are a great welcoming
committee."
The rest of the school seems
to be caught up in Spicemania
with numerous girls sporting
new tongue studs, like Scary
Spice, and skintight leotards,
such as the ones worn by Gin-
ger Spice. However there are
still those who feel we should
have hired an Americaji band,
over this British sensation. U.S.
History professor Jack Chatfield
states, "It's just a shame that we
should forget so soon the blood
shed by our patriot forefathers
only two centuries ago by the
British. I want an American
band playing at this American
institution. That's what I want,
what I really, really want."
When told about Professor
Chatfield's disapproval of the
band, head of TCAC Kevin.Tn-
ompson responded, "Perhaps
Professor Chatfield should lis-
ten to their music. To him, I
would say, 'And al! that I want
from you is a promise you will
be there.' And that's straight
from their own poetic genius."
The feelings over this band
extends' beyond just the stu-
dents. Head of Campus Safety
Brian Kelly has commented on
the outside interest that will be
produced once word of the
Spice Girls decision to play here
reaches the areas outside of the
gates. "We anticipate a large
number of non-Trinity students
to attempt to show up.and for
that reason we have devised a
security check from all points
around the Life Science Quad.
In addition to having a valid
Trinity ID, each person must
also produce either a ticket stub
from 'Spiceworld' or be able to
reciie the first three lines to
"V'SpW(^<!tStfF!Brf.™-We are
making sure that these ladies
will not have any attempts on
their lives made by those of the
community who do not appre-
ciate their girl power verses, like
I do. We are responsible for the
well-being of every person on
campus, whether they are stu-
dents, teachers, or Spice Girls. If
1 have to put myself on stage to
protect them, 1 will do it."
Whether their actual musical
talent is appreciated or not, the
Trinity College community
seems to be anxious in anticipa-
tion for this British invasion.
Comparatively with bands in
the past, this year's Spring
Weekend will surely outdo the
rest in terms of international
, recognition. And perhaps our
own president Evan Dobelle
sums up the general feeling best
by saying, "Just like our #5
party School ranking, this will
put us on the map, and that's
what it's all about."
Semi-Formal parties at Trinity will take on a very
different look under the all-male policy.
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Should I wear the
black pants or the purple
pants? But what top
would I wear with the
purple pants?
D e f i n i t e l y
Linda's pants.
Who does she
















LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Misguided Campus Parking Policy
To the editor,
My new 1998 Saab 9000 was
towed by Campus Safety from
a faculty parking lot last week.
I was late for class and knew
that it would be faster to drive
from High Rise to Seabury. 1
only intended to park there for
a few hours while in class and
then have lunch at Mather but
when 1 came out I found that it
was gone. Thinking that it was
stolen, I called Campus Safety
straight away only to find out
that they had towed it. I find this
action unacceptable for several
reasons.
First of all, my Saab 9000 is
much nicer than anything that
the faculty drives. How can
campus safety expect me to
park it on the street. On campus
parking is much safer and my
12 CD changer and car phone
are less likely to be stolen if my
car is parked in an on-campus
lot.
Secondly, students are the
ones who pay to go here so we
are the ones who should get the
prime spots. At Daddy's coun-
try club in the Hamptons, the
paying members park closest to
the clubhouse while the work-
ers have to park in adjacent
parking lots. For $30,000 a year,
I would expect the same kind of
service.
In the business world, when
employees are given preference
over customers, the customers
go somewhere else. Is that what
the administration wants to
happen here?
I hope that Brian Kelly and
President Dobelle realize that
students, who are the paying
customers and who, on the
whole, have the nicest cars,
should be entitled to the prime
parking spots.
Yours sincerely,
C. Townsend Rockefeller III '99
She Has Now Heard
All Her Messages
To the editor, ,
I recently learned of the un-
of, the, d
Lisa "Lips" Harrison Sara "Bottom's Up" Merin
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major part of all of our lives at
Trinity. Delivering messages of
joy and pain, happiness and sor-
row, hope and despair, our
friend served us loyally and has
been 7-6ed into an early grave.
While she always, had a
happy voice on the phone, the
dreadful and oppressive condi-
tions under which she worked
most likely lead to her demise.
The working conditions which
Miss Meridian was forced to en-
dure 24 hours a day for less than
minimum wage is an affront to
our dignity and Trinity .should
be embarrassed that they forced
an employee to endure such
dreadful conditions.
I once visited her in her office
in the basement of the Chapel.
It was a small and damp room,
dimly lit by a plethora of blink-
ing lights, emanating from a
busy switchboard that looked
like 5th Avenue during rush
hour.Asshesatdiligentlyather
desk, with an old black and
white picture of Miss Olympus,
[he former voice messenger, she
had' no time to even acknowl-
edge the existence of another
person. She lived and died there.
It was only when B&G went in
to refill her intravenous food
supply that they found her
stressed, rotting, and tired body.
I hope and pray that the Trin-
ity community remembers
Miss Meridian when they hear
the rapid beeping of the dial
tone, for she has now heard all
of her messages. Our mailboxes





POLICY CONCERNING LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Liepod must be received by 5:00 p.m. on the
Friday before publication so we can read them aloud and laugh at
your writing skill, or lack thereof. Letters should be addressed to the
cutest Editor you know. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be
published. However, names will be withheld at the author's request,
or changed to make them sound Funnier. The Liepod will not pub-
lish any letters deemed by the editors to be boring, sensitive to other's
feelings, or of a skill higher than our own. Otherwise, if you pay us
enough, we might be able to work something out.
The editors of The Liepod reserve the right to edit all letters for
clarity or brevity, or because we just feel like it. Donations are en-
couraged, and may increase your chances of publication.
Letters may be submitted via: ,
•CAMPUS MAIL: Box 700300
•E-MAIL: tmackay@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/TPA/Games ,




Campus Potty Plan Revamped
BY I.R FREELY
Urinary Consultant
The Long Walk gutter gets christened by several of
Trinity's finest.
Old Boys Club Back
At Camp Trin-Trin
As a result of the constant
crowding that occurs in female
bathrooms, ORL has instituted
a new policy to help alleviate
this situation. Effective imme-
diately, the mens' restrooms on
campus will be converted to fe-
male bathrooms. Seeing how
Trinity males have no problem
with public urination on the
weekends, this will now be-
come regular event throughout
the week.
Several areas have already
been declared as "urination
zones," in which male students
will be directed to relieve them-
selves. Some of these include:
the trough along side of the
Long Walk, the circular patio of
LSC, the M and N stacks of the
library, and the basement of the
North Campus dormitory.
Asst. Director of Residential
Life Ed Stigall stated "yeah, this
may cause some confusion and
embarrassment for students at
first, but once we're through the
initial period I think this policy
will really take hold, if you
know what I mean."
Jubilation seems to be the
mood amongst many Trinity
1 students. While women are
looking forward to shorter lines
for the stalls, men are happy
about finally having sanction to
engage in this activity.
Several elderly professors also
seem pleased with the policy.
One went out on a limb, stating,
"I often have a problem making
it all the way to the bathroom
when I have to go. But now, I'm
ready to throw away the De-
pends and let it flow."
B&G workers are also thrilled
that they will no longer have to
replace the pink cakes in the
urinals around campus, and
that the grass in certain areas of
the campus will now have a
constant source of fertilization.
continued from cover page
Thagoras said "the decision will
not affect the math department.
As we all know, the only math-
ematical aptitude possessed by
girls comes in measuring ingre-
dients for cooking, We have
never had a female math major."
Director of Campus Safety
Brian Kelly, who has been try-
ing to ease the parking prob-
lems on campus, said, "without
female drivers on campus, I
think that cars will be parked
much better and that the stan-
dard of driving will improve."
President Dobelle said, "I am
bound by the decisions of the
Board of Trustees. I think that
don't go to class. If Trinity is all
male, it would be easier to go to
class and our educations would
be better."
Creative Writing Major
Priscilla Rose '00 was upset by
the news. She said that "Trinity
will be a narrow and insular
place without women. Dy-
namic and qualified female col-
lege applicants will simply go
elsewhere and Trinity will miss
out on the possibility of having
an alumnae becoming the first
female President of the United
States. I certainly will not want
anything to do with Trinity in
the future."
Although ..most other liberal
Sn*To-our
community and 1 will be sorry
to see them go. Some of Trinity's
female graduates have gone on
to extremely successful careers.
But being ranked the number
one college is an extreme chal-
lenge requiring extreme mea-
sures. We all have to make
sacrifices in life but the Trust-
ees truly believe that this move
will benefit Trinity in the long
run."
Reactions from students have
been mixed. Economics major
and Hockey player Biff Bowers
'99 said, "they were cool to drink
with and I've enjoyed hooking
up every weekend. But trying to
avoid seeing them on your way
to class means that I usually
the Trustees believe that
Trinity's "pioneering transfor-
ma tion" will set the stage for the
future of higher education.
Other New England colleges
such as Smith and Mount
Holyoke have been single sex in-
stitutions. Trustees cite the tre-
mendous success of these
colleges as justification for their
decision,
"We are very optimistic about
the future," said Burns. "People
who oppose our plans now do
not have the foresight to realize
what Trinity needs to become
number one. Once Trinity re-
turns to what it was like in the
good old daySj people will begin
to see an improvement immedi-
a t e l y " •;•'••••• ':•.'•' •;•;•••'.;:..; ;••.•••"
At med troops f i om the Bantam Strike Force" outside Trinity's top-secret military installment.
Harriott Implicated as Co-Conspirator
in Dobelle's Vicious "Master Plan"
BY H.OLDEN CAUFIEID
Starving Artist
In a shocking development,
the Marriott Food Service Cor-
poration, when confronted
with the above photo taken out-
side the Bistro's secret under-
ground intelligence complex,
admitted to its far-reaching in-
volvement in the "Master Plan."
Under the leadership of the
wily andxharismaticJon Small,
Marriott has: been conducting
experiments with the mind-
controlling effects of saltpeter
on the Trinity community for
the last twenty-seven years, "It
began innocently enough,"
Small confessed in a private in-
terview. "Marriott's original in-
tention was never more than to
keep college students across the
..country highly sedated at all
times; It wasn't until Dobelle
became involved that the whole
thing turned ugly.".
Apparently, Evan Dobelle, an
illegal Cuban immigrant, had
other plans for Marriott's evil
drug experiments: Five years
ago, he managed to infiltrate the
Trinity bureaucracy and
quickly climbed the ranks to
become the college's first non-
English speaking president.
Although he could not be
reached for comment, a confi-
dential informant reports that
"the man is single-minded in
purpose. He will not rest until'
his insane desires go fulfilled,"
And what exactly is it that
Dobelle hopes to accomplish by
rendering thousands of unsus-
pecting students defenseless
against his subliminal sugges-
tions? 1 don't know, but if any-
one finds my pants please let
me know.
Uwcfe VTMMJP Tells It Life It Is
To Hett Wit{> flowery Predictions From Twisted Sista. .
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Offer weed to your favorite
professors. They might like it.
ARIES
MAR 21 -APR
Today is going to suck. Ha.
Everyone thinks you are cute.
Like a fat baby's ass, maybe
t GEMINIMAY2I-JUN2O




Watch out for bird sh*t while
sitting on the quad.
LEO
JUL23-AUG22
No more cookies for you, eh?
VIRGO
AUG23-SE1FT22
Hey, you're getting some this




You'll shoot your eye out.
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O'Grodnik Choked By Lynch Bantam Abolished
not miss a beat and is active
coaching his Squash I class.
Lynch is presently banned
from playing for the Bantams
and is under investigation by
the Vulcan Impersonators
League, Marge Schott's Dating
Service and the NCAA. How-
ever, The NCAA released the fol-
lowing statement about the
incident, "Is this a prank call?
We don't even monitor Division
III athletics!"
Team captain Craig Moody
commented, "Lynch's enthusi-
asm and love lor the game can
not be stopped. They can't even
be contained."
On a positive note, the W WF
and thejerry Springer Show are
BY ERIK KWAN
The Swami
Due to intense pressure
from politically correct enthu-
siasts, Trinity is being forced to
abolish its mascot, the Bantam.
The group mounting the
most aggressive onslaught is
the Meatheads Of America
(MOA). Trinity's MOA chapter
held their annual meeting this
past Saturday at The Meathead
Ball in Hamlin Hall. Accord-
We Meatheads have rights
and are tired of fighting for




mented, "The Bantam is just
a type of bird and is in no
way demeaning or offensive
to any human beings."
Brendon Gallagher re-
marked "If the Bantam is just
a Bird, then Larry was just a
Bird. If Larry was just an-




For months people have
feared the Latrell Sprewell and
PJ.Carlisimo issue would influ-
ence America's youth. Yesterday
America's fears were realized
when guard Tim Lynch '98
choked Head Basketball Coach
Stan Ogrodnik during a post-
season meeting.
The incident began when
O'Grodnik began to laugh at the
pile-driver Peter Rose endured
in last week's Wrestlemania. Mr.
Lynch felt Rose should be in the
Hall of Fame and should not be
humiliated on national televi-
sion. It is rumored that Rose did
not mind the beating he suf-
fered and actually benefitted
because he had laid down a sub-
stantial bet noting that he
would be humiliated during the
show (rumor has it that the
odds were 6-9 in Rose's favor).
Lynch and O'Grodnik ex-
changed heated wordsand were
separated by teammate Craig
Moody '98 and Reds' owner
Marge Schott, who is;:rumored
to have a crush on O'Grodnik.
Then O'Grodnik scheduled a
practice on Thursday nigritdur-
ing a new Seinfeld episode and
the fiery Lynch snapped. He
gripped O'Grodnik in a Vulcan
Death Grip, But since he was
not Vulcan by nature, Lynch
only afflicted minimal injuries
to O'Grodnik. O'Grodnik did
Tim Lynch '98
in intense contract negotiations
with Lynch and the Golden
State Warriors are reportedly
interested in offering him an
assistant coaching job.
Lynch commented "This
whole situation is a debacle and
the writers continue to ignore
my love for Lionel Richie. How
can you punish a guy who
wants to be dancing on the ceil-
ing? No Mas!"
ing to Meathead Spokesman
Steve Sanders '98 "A Bantam is
basically a fighting cock and
we feel this trivalizes and ex-
ploits the nature and beliefs of
the meathead community."
After pummeling the inter-
viewer Marsiglia began to lift




would be as if we were the
Trinity Tri-Delt Charge Cards.
other Bird, then where are all
of Magic's titles?"
Many celebrities have been
outspoken on this issue, in-,
eluding Kramer of Seinfeld
fame and Homer Simpson.
Kramer commented, "1 once
had a fighting cock, named
"Little Jerry," all this political
stuff is just cooky talk." Mr.
Simpson eloquently articu-
lated his thoughts when he
remarked, "MMMMMMM .. .
chicken."
Scoop On The Trinity Coop
Homer Simpson
Cyber Athlete
Fifth-year Junior Homer Simpson won the gold
medal in the inaugural season of Surfing The Web as a
medal sport in the Olympics. Angered by a lack of food
in his search, Simpson visited 69,000 sites while eating
doughnuts and grumbling about a lack of nourishment.
Simpson won with a miraculous Yahoo! search for
www.duff.com which immediately linked him to
Barney who happened to be the judge from
Jerry Springer
Boxing Coach
Athletic Director Rick Hazleton has hired Jerry
Springer to coach the once debunked Trinity Boxing
Team. Springer admitted he was a bit intimidated by lit-
erate people but felt he could teach the Bantams to stir
up controversy despite their education.
Springer boasts a diversified coaching record and he
has been exposed to the most unique dilemmas in the
business. He commented "Take care of each other and
continue to act like lunatics and there will always be a
job for me."
Springer plans to continue his show and will utilize
his new job to provide the following shows: "1 want to
marry my boyfriend but 1 still love the Bantam," "My
roommate stole my fleece and I'm going to sue her,"
"Marriott workers who are really strippers," "My friend
stole my Pathfinder and my fake ID is in it."
Women's Crew
In hopes of increased atten-
dance the Women's Crew team
is going to emulate the movie
Titanic and begin rowing in
iceburg infested waters.
Leonardo DiCaprio is rumored
to be completely uninvolved.
The Full Monty
Former Tight End
The writers of The Full
Monty have hired the Bantams'
fans who travelled to Williams
to appear in The Full Monty
Part Deux. After the strip show
the Bantams' fans put on, only
Tracy Lords was better suited, or
unsuited, for the part.
Intramurals
Thanks to the Allied Ganja
Squads' success in Trinity
Intramurals the Disney Com-
pany has signed the entire
squad to star in Air Bud III By
the way, this is not a Spike Lee
joint.
Cripofa








With the close of advance
registration week on Friday,
April 3, students voiced their
opinions and suggested
changes for future registration
periods. There is much debate
within the student body on
whether the process should
function on a first come, first
served basis or by preferences
according td-class and major.
Despite the conflict, the consen-
sus is that whatever the method,
it should be consistent, and well
published.
The week was described by
one junior as "the most stressful,
hectic and unbelievably confus-
ing week out of the year." Stu-
dents complain that because
the registration system oper-
4 ^ #come, first served basis, much
time is spent waiting in lines
and searching for professors.
Runjan Dhar '00 described
the process as frustrating, say-
ing, "science classes for non-ma-
jors fill so fast, you can't take the
one you want, or fulfill your re-
quirements at all. There should
be more classes of that kind of-
fered."
A similar sentiment was felt
by a rising senior who skipped
class to stand in the long line for
studio arts classes. She watched
freshmen at the front of the line
receive preference and did not
get into a class she needed for
her major. These students were
in situations where preferences
should be made for students
who need the classes for require-
ments.
An opposing view was ex-
pressed by Sarah Schneck '00
who voiced, "the more you need








WWftHrahd HaSftai for Humanity
founder Jimmy Carter will address graduating
seniors and the Trinity community at graduation
ceremonies on May 17.
CARTER LIBRARY
Former President Jimmy
Carter has accepted an invita-
tion to speak at graduation cer-
emonies on Sunday, May 17,
according to Linda Campanella
in the Trinity Public Relations -
Office.
Carter was President from
1977-1981 and is remembered
for fostering the 1979 Camp
David Accords between Israel
and Egypt.
Since his presidency, Carter
has been recognized as a distin-
guished statesman and hu-
manitarian. The author of
twelve books, Carter founded
Habitat For Humanity, the in-
ternational not-for-profit orga-
nizations that helps build
homes for the needy.
"We thought he would be a




Trinity has two community'
members with ties to Carter.
President Dobelle was Assistant
Secretary of Protocol in the
White House during the Carter
Administration, and Presiden-
tial Fellow Jim King helped or-
ganize the 1976 Democratic
Convention, was White House
Personnel Director for one year,
and then was appointed as the
Chairman of the National
Transportation Safety Board by
Carter in 1977.
The President's Office was not
available for comment when
contacted by the Tripod on
Monday.
While at Trinity, Carter is ex-
pected to receive the first Trin-
ity College Engineering and
Society Prize as well. The
$25,000 prize was awarded to
Carter in November, and his
visit will provide an opportu-
nity to present the award to ,
Carter during his visit, accord-
ing to the Public Relations Of-
fice. Established by Trinity
College as part of the 100th an-
niversary of engineering at
Trinity, the prize is designed to
honor "not only engineers, but
also individuals whp, buildings
"6'h EFieTr fiac'k'grbund"in engi-
neering, have gone on to distin-
guish themselves in other
fields."
a class, the earlier you should
wake up and get in line." Jamie
Kawecki '99 would not change
the current system, "it's great, it
punishes the slackers. If you
need the class, go early!" How-
ever, not even the early risers re-
ceived preference in all
situations. One sophomore re-
ported that despite getting up
early on Monday morning, sev-
eral professors would'not sign
slips until Wednesday, when
they had collected more slips
and could give preference to ris-
ing seniors. While some stu-
dents wish all classes were
given according to a first come,
first served basis, and others
prefer class preference, some
see ONLINE on page seven
19-Year Old Shot Dead On




Violence in Hartford struck
close to home shortly before
Spring Break. On Thursday,
March 19, at 10:11 PM, Hartford
Police responded to a shooting
incident on Summit Street
across from the Zion Hill Cem-
etery. Upon their arrival, they
discovered an individual suffer-
ing from a close range fatal gun-
shot wound to the head. The
victim was identified as
Roberto Rosado, 19, of 35
Putnam Street in Hartford.
Hartford Police have obtained
the identity of two suspects
seen fleeing the scene. Hartford
Police have questioned the two
alleged murderers several times,
and while their identities have
not yet been released, warrants
for their arrests were issued on
Monday, April 6.
Apparently the two suspects
and Rosado had gotten into an
argument while at Buddy's Cafe
on Zion Street. The argument
continued outside the bar, and
as the victim was walking up
the hill toward campus, the two
assailants followed him and
shot him in the head. Accord-
ing to Hartford Police, the vic-
tim did not know the two
suspects before meeting them in
the bar.
After Rosado's funeral on
Tuesday, March 24, several of
his mourners erected a memo-
see SHOCKED on page eight
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Balance the Scales
Although the frantic page flipping of the fall course catalogue has passed with the
close of advanced registration, curriculum requirements are still smoldering on the
minds of many. From freshman and sophomores seeking the perfect major to juniors
and seniors working diligently to complete these majors and possibly achieve honors,
all are wrapped up in decoding the separate curriculum standards which each aca-
demic department maintains.
After browsing the Trinity Bulletin, it becomes apparent that Trinity College sets
very few curriculum guidelines which must be adhered to by all departments. After
all, it is unrealistic for the structure and number of courses required of a chemistry
major to mirror those of a history major. Likewise, it is purely impossible to quantify
and equalize the number of hours a student spends donning a lab coat with the amount
of time a fellow student exhausts writing a paper on Chaucer.
While the thrust of a major's core requirements will differ from one field of study to
the next, the requirements for honors can and should be universally determined by a
set College standard. Currently, the inter-major discrepancies for honors are irratio-
nal. Such majors as anthropology, political science and sociology require candidates
for honors to hold a B+ GPA in classes taken toward the major, while fellow students
studying English, religion, public policy, and women's studies must earn an A- aver-
age. Both the American studies and art history departments require their major's to
average between an A- and B+ to qualify for recognition, while the history depart-
ment merely asks students pursuing honors for "superior performance."
The interdepartmental incongruities are not limited to work done within a major.
The political science and sociology departments expect candidates for honors to rack
up an overall GPA of at least a B, while the English department is simply unconcerned
with nonliterary scholarship. In addition to grade point averages, theses, senior semi-
nars, major projects and general examinations required for honors, are at the whim of
each department chair.
Such vast inconsistencies from one department to the next not only falsely create
the notion that some programs are more rigorous than others, but also convey the
idea that Trinity supports these inequalities. Establishing a College-wide standard
for honors which includes completing a major project as well as upholding a desig-
nated GPA both in the major and overall, would begin to equalize curriculum require-
ments at Trinity. Such a standard would give real meaning to the term "graduating
with honors."
> « ! • ' , o
Lisa E. Harrison *99
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Spike Lee a Vision of Tolerance
am." Indeed he did. He then
went on to say that getting any-
where in life takes three things.
Talent, luck and hard work, and
you can get along two of those
things but you can't get by with
only one. I know that to be true
and in my opinion you can take
that advice to the BANK.
DiGiacomo's article proved
that theory out. The problem
with DiGiacomo is that he can't
continue to get by, voicing his
opinions without the merits
earned by hard work nor the
polish and aplomb of talent.
At the moment that Spike
entered the Trinity arena,
(which seemed to turn' into a
lion's den) we'd supposedly all
just been affected by a mere
sampling of his intense labor -
"Do The Right Thing." But the
Trinity community's reception
of Spike Lee was for the most
part, appalling, and although
certain non-Trinity community
members also behaved badly
during the question-and-an-
swer period, my feeling is that
it was Trinity's responsibility to
stop the urbanity of the ques-
tioning. Lee behaved as well as
anyone could have been ex-
pected to under the circum-
stances. The r ight thing? I
certainly don't think David





It came. It went. And so did we. Believe it or not, Greg's lovely
couch was unable to keep us from packing our bags and hitting
the road. Here's what you missed: . .
To the Editor,
I wrote this regarding David
DiGiacomo's sophomoric
"Spike Lee Does the Wrong
Thing at Trinity." 1 for one be-
lieve the audience for that
event, and particularly the
"questioners," were in the
wrong there. I thought Spike
was there for us to ask him le-
gitimate questions, to treat him
respectfully, and to honor him,
not the other way around. In
his article, even DiGiacomo
himself heads off his fourth
paragraph stating, "A large
majority of the [audience's]
questions were ridiculous."
This is after he upbraids Lee for
responding as if the audience
questions were in fact ridicu-
lous. Shall we try again? For
the most part, the audience
questions were not only ridicu-
lous, they were insulting.
Do we expect Spike Lee to be
superhuman or behave like
Jesus, and turn the other cheek
or be polite when asked con-
frontational questions—like
the apparently inebriated vil-
lage idiot's kick off question:
"can you explain 60 acres and
a mule," or questions relating to
giving potentially talentless
people a leg up, since in that
particular questioner's words,
"you're on top now?"
To paraphrase Spike's own
words: "Hey, it hasn't been easy.
&&A h
Road trips:
Florida is good. Virginia is
. bad. Beaches are good. State
police are bad. Fast food is...
cheap.
Shakespeare papers due
the day you get back:
This doesn't need a lot of ex-
planation. They suck. And
you know who we're talking
about.
Showing skin:
This doesn't need a lot of ex-
planation either. Your Opin-
ion Editors would like to
personally thank all of you
who gave us something to
stare at.
Not being in class:
We're getting kind of tired of
explaining this stuff to you
people. ..It's really fairly self-
explanitory.
Losing my shaker of salt: J L I needed it.
POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not pub-
lish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
•All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do ,
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via: . . .
•CAMPUS MAIL: Box 702582
•E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu.
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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I BY ANDREW PETERSON
Opinion Editor
On Thursday, March 19th
someone died. It seems to hap-
pen a lot these days. This one
happened in our own backyard
and, needless to say, that both-
ers a lot of people. I am one of
them.
It bothers me that it took
Campus Safety almost two
weeks to send out a voice-mail
that dismissed the incident as
unrelated to the Trinity com-
munity. Nothing could be fur-
ther from the truth. If you'll
allow me to speculate, that's ex-
actly the reason it took so long
to get the voice-mail out.
What can you tell two thou-
sand students to convince them
that opening the campus to the
Hartford community is a good
idea after something like this
happens? The answer: nothing.
You can't make doubts and fears
go away by pretending they
don't exist.
But what happened that
night is not an issue that has
anything to do with Hartford. It
is completely separate from
time and place, age and race,
gender and income. What hap-
pened that night has to do with
one thing: a gun.
How do you begin to measure
the distance between rage and
violence? For the late Roberto
Rosado, it was measured in the
few dozen steps he took up
Summit Street from Buddy's
Cafe before someone put a bul-
let in him. He was nineteen
years old.
The story goes something
like this: Rosado went to
Buddy's, met and found himself
in an argument with someone
he had never seen before, left the
bar followed by the stranger and
another man, and at the peak of
the hill was shot and killed.
This is not a foreign tale, not
some incomprehensible story
about gang warfare or pushing
drugs. This is a story that could
have happened to any one of us.
Whether we take our fences
down or build them even
higher, it will continue to be a
story that could have happened
to any of us.
Who knows what it is that
motivates a man to pull a trig-
ger and take a life? Whatever it
is, it is certainly not something
that is can be kept away by a
fence or diluted by an open in-
vitation.
In the end, it's hard to say that
we will always remember the
name Roberto Rosado. We
won't. But we will remember
that once, in the middle of the
March night, a young man died
on our streets. It could have
been any one of us. Maybe
someday it will. TRINITY REUNIONS.
BY LISA WELKER
Opinion Writer
I support the housing lottery
as it stands now. While most
other schools do housing as-
signments through a random
lottery, I have grown accus-
tomed to, and think Trinity's
lottery is fair.
The rating system Trinity fol-
lows works well in a small
the advantages and disadvan-
tages of each dorm. Because the
campus is so small most people
know someone in at least every
dorm and can evaluate their
housing options through net-
working.
For those not informed about
the housing lottery let me offer
a brief explanation. You are not
necessarily competing with the
entire school for a room; your
number is relative to the posi-
tion you hold within your class.
A freshman will have a number
roughly anywhere between
1000 and 1450. This doesn't
mean that he will get terrible
housing, it just means relative to
the senior class he will have less
options. It seems fair that hous-
ing choice should work within
a hierarchy.
I think the most important
part of our rating system is that
it gives students some kind of
choice about where they're go-
ing to live. If a student is so in-
clined he/she can try to
manipulate the system in order
to get a lower lottery number
his/her senior year by choosing
housing with a fairly low rating
sophomore and junior years,
thus ensuring a top choice se-
nior year.
This system empowers stu-
dents by giving them some kind
of individual choice within
auknow that that is sometimes
difficult here.
The housing lottery is good
the way it-is now because stu-
dents actually have some kind
of choice where they live. Some
even choose roommates on the
basis of their lottery number. If
the lottery were completely
random many people would
feel shortchanged in some way,
except those of course with
good enough luck to receive a
low number. Students wouldn't
know what to expect.
At least with the current sys-
tem students know what kind
of options they will have. Have
you ever noticed that people get
very cranky when they don't
know what's going to hit them
next? Students who are used to
this system would be very un-
settled if all of the sudden their













The shaft. It's cold and hard
and given to too many students
on this campus every year. I'm
not sure who to blame. 1 don't
really care. The effects are much
too shocking to worry about
that. My room is several meters
in the air. It has slanty ceilings.
There seems to "be a sort of cir-
cus njji^fimus for ratsjjib' the*
flooMSpards. Instead Pv| con-
centrated all my efforts on not
receiving the shaft again. The fit
is already a bit tight; < '
All student have their per-
sonal gripes and pet peeves, and
1 think it really comes down to
the way we look at rooms. I
refuse to believe that every room
is the same in each dorm, for one
thing. The things resedential
life ignores go unnoticed unless
you go down there and com-
plain personally.
My neighbor has a radiator
that refuses to shut off. On the
plus side what we lose in stair-
cases upstairs we make up in
scenic views of Hartford, and
water balloon velocity.
Just to be difficult I think that
the system we use to calculate
the numbers is kind of weird. I
still have to finish that stupid
test at the math department,
but I don't think I should need
to complete it yearly to under-
stand where my random cryp-
tic number came from. Let's let
everybody in the junior class go.
And then all the sohpmores.
Then maybe the freshmen, if
they're really good.
How many special cases are
there anyway? And within the
classes, doesn't it make more
sense if everyone you gave a D+
rating to for the entire year went
before all those with A ratings?
rge Jess ror-housmg thats
crappy. It does favor those stu-
dents who have more money,
but as long as the extra cost isn't
discirnable to the people mak-
ing the financial aid, who cares?
Heck, I'd love to have slacked off
a few weeks at the end of sum-
mer if 1 knew what kind of
room I was going to get.
I'm not really an angry per-
son. I'm just mad about slanted
ceilings and their effects on my
ratings. I was bright enough to
put large pieces of furniture at
the beginning of the year un-
derneath them to prevent head
injury. But they seem to influ-
ence my rating when hot floors,
adjacence to a bathroom and
what equivocated to an off -
ramp for on-f loor traffic, didn't
last year.
Consistency. I demand it.
From everything. Everything
except the shaft, that is.
The
DO YOU FEEL THE CURRENT REGISTRATION PROCESS
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KRS-One Attacks!
BY DAVID DIGIACOMO
' * Opinion Writer
Somedays you wake up and you think
that the day has nothing good in store for
you. Somedays you wake up and think
to yourself, "Damn, I get to do so and so
today." Or, "I am going to this place to-
day." And you get out of bed the instant
you wake up and are ready to do what-
ever you've got to do.
Somedays your initial impression of
what the day will be like is right on.
Other times you get a surprise and have
a totally different type of day than you
might have expected. This can go either
way and be good or bad. Anyway, this
Saturday was the kind of day where I
was sitting in The Cave, grumpy solely
because of the fact that I was in The Cave
eating an orange that didn't peel nicely.
I could see nothing all that special com-
ing out of the day. Not that this is all that
bad.
1 was simply expecting another lazy
Saturday. Then, someone reminded me
that KRS-One was going to give a lecture
at 3:00.1 put the time of the lecture in to
remind people of the fact that they prob-
ably were doing nothing at the time and
could have been there. Anyway, I almost
forgot about the lecture myself, so I will
not try to make those of you who missed
it feel left out.
A little background of KRS-One. He
was born Lawrence Parker in Brooklyn
in the summer of '65. He left home at 14
to do his own thing. He ended up in a
homeless shelter. His first hip hop group
was Scott la Rock and the Celebr ity Tree.
l l b b h
culture, including things like deejaying,
mc-ing, breaking, aerosol art, beat box-
ing, etc. The reason that these were as-
pects of this broad Hip Hop culture was
because they arose from of a freedom to
create. For example, being an me hap-
pened when the first person picked up a
mic and fit words to the beat of some car-
penter hammering away next door. Or
maybe it was his friend beating on the
kitchen counter with one of those mal-
lets that you tenderize meat with. The
point is that Hip Hop arises from free-
dom.
With a mic in hand you can say what
you want to say. In the underground or
without an audience and a public eye,
you can have an uncensored voice. You
can say what you feel, and feel whatever
you say. This is how KRS-One differen-
tiated between other types of music-re-
lated movements that precursored
Hip-Hop. He spoke of soul and gospel as
having a similar type of power as the Hip
Hop culture has today, but he said that
Hip Hop came from an initial state of
greater freedom to say what needed to be
said.
Hip Hop culture apparently arose
from the Bronx in NYC. The inner city
was an important aspect in Hip Hop cul-
ture. It acted as a melting pot, where
people from various backgrounds could
get together, bounce their different ideas
off of eachother, find a sound that they
all dug, and go with it. In this way, he
said that Hip Hop wasn't black music,
but multi-racial or all-racial. There were
no constraints. No rules of the music
trade telling the innovator how to use
their turntables.
y ^ g p
B.D'.P. or Boogie Down Productions,
which he is a bit better known for. I skip
a lot of years in the interest of space and
say that he has done a lot and is still go-
ing strong. In his own words, "If you don't
know me by now, I doubt you'll ever
know me."
The emphasis of his talk was on Hip
Hop culture. He spoke for nearly two
hours and lucidly outlayed his feelings
on the Hip Hop culture and its roots. He
spoke of the nine elements of Hip Hop
ano to be in music. Hip Hop was break-
ing rules. (Some rules which many
people even today wince at when they
see broken. And I am speaking of my
"hippier" friends who relegate Hip Hop
culture to a lesser, saying things like "that
sounds okay but it can't be real music")
But that is the entire beauty of what he
said.
Although he didn't say it explicitly, I
am sure he meant it. Even the hippy-
rock.
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Tragedy on Summit Street
To the Editor:
Walking home late on Thursday
night before Spring Break, I ran into a
friend who told me about the shooting
on Summit Street. Entering my room, I
picked up my messages expecting to
find some sort of Campus Safety bulle-
tin. The next morning, I picked up my
phone, once again expecting Campus
Safety to acknowledge or inform us of
the incident but there was none. It took
until two days after we had returned
from Spring Break for Brian Kelly to for-
mally acknowledge the incident in the
form of a campus wide voice mail and
announcement in the Campus Safety
information boxes. Upon hearing this
message, my anger at the long response
time was quickly redirected to the way
in which this situation was described.
After briefly laying out the facts of the
shooting, Brian Kelly ended with the
sentence, "Students should be assured
that the this was not a random act nor
did it involve any element of the Trin-
ity community."
I found this line absolutely infuriat-
ing. I understand what he was trying
to say. This was not a random act of vio-
lence, therefore we Trinity students
should not be concerned for our own
safety. Basically he is saying, it doesn't
effect you, so don't worry. This inward,
self absorbed attitude is one 1 have also
found in speaking to many members of
the student body. Everyone is worried
because someone was shot so near to
campus. And yes, I find it unsettling
that someone was shot close to where I
live. But, we are all missing the point
boy was killed. He was someone's son.
He was someone's brother. He was
someone's cousinandhewassomeone's
best friend. He was only 19 years old. I
do not know the entire story. I don't
know if he was involved in drugs or
gangs. But none of that changes the fact
that a boy lost his life.
Visit the sight where he was mur-
dered and you will understand. In ad-
dition to the numerous ca ndles, flowers
and crosses there is a letter from his
cousin, Lisa. She writes:
My dearest cousin, it broke our hearts
to lose you. God called you home too
early, too young for you to have gone.
You were our angel and laughter on
earth and we know why God called you
home but we still cannot accept our
loss. It's too painful. One day you were
here with us and suddenly you were
gone and our lives are changed forever
but your spirit and memories we
shared live with us. We miss you so




Roberto Rosado's life was cut short on
that Thursday night, and it is some-
thing that will tear at his family and his
cousin Lisa forever. But that is Lisa and
that is the Rosado family. That is them.
Remember Brian Kelly's words. We, the
Trinity Community, do not have to
worry because it doesn't involve us.
But I thought that we were supposed
to be "opening up" to the surrounding
community. I thought that we were
supposed to be "breaking down the
walls" between us and our neighbors.
Isn't it funny how quickly and easily we
can fall back into the us-and-them
mentality when something like this
happens? I for one, am very excited and
inspired by the strides that President
Dobelle has made with the Neighbor-
hood Revitalization project. I think that
we live among many beautiful and vi-
brant people from whom we can learn
so much. But if Trinity is going to move
forward and become the "school in the
«<,,c,ij;y" then attitudes concerning our re-
'latio'nship'tb this city must cha'nge as
well.
If this incident is any indication of
the general attitude which the Trinity
community holds towards the city in
which we live, it shows that we have
spent a lot of money and done some
great public relations work, but things
really haven't changed at all.
Sincerely,
Sarah L. Bettencourt '98
Paula Jones Case Dismissed; Nation Celebrates
BY ANDREW WEISS
Opinion Writer
1 once heard someone say, "if you drag
a ten dollar bill through a trailer park
you are bound to pick up something." I
can't find a place where that comment
has been more relevant than in Paula
Jones' civil suit against President Bill
Clinton. So, last week when it was re-
ported that Federaljudge Susan Webber
Wright had dismissed the case, it was
music to my ears. Not just because I have
from the beginning believed that Presi-
dent Clinton was innocent of these
charges, but also because letting this case
go to trial could have hurt this country
and the rest of the world.
From the beginning the Jones case had
more than a few serious holes in it. To
win a sexual harassment case, like the
Jones case, one must prove that two
things other than an act of non~
consentual sex occurred. First, one must
show that there was quid pro quo rela-
tionship between the harasser and the
one harassed. In other words, it would
have to be proven that Bill Clinton used
his power as governor of Arkansas to
deny Jones raises, promotions, or any
other job benefits. Second, it must shown
that governor Clinton, or anyone else,
created a "hostile environment" where
Jones was employed. Whether Clinton
asked for sexua 1 favors or showed his pe-
nis to Jones comes down to her word
against his (personally I would take the
President's word on this one).
Because it is extremely hard to prove
whether this event even took place, or
whether Jones consented to the act, we
must look at other evidence. After the
alleged event Jones was given regular
pay increases, good marks on her evalu-
ations, and was even promoted twice. In
regards to the "hostile environment" as-
pect, Jones could not show much cred-
ible evidence to support her claims that
one was created. Her case was dismissed
tiva ted. However, I believe that the Jones
case was much more than a passive par-
ticipant in what has been a conservative
propaganda program to force Clinton
out of office. When Jones first filed her
suit her legal team was funded by sev-
eral republicans in Congress. In light of
this fact, it is clear that this case was a
ploy to stop Clinton from getting elected
in 1996. When this plan failed Republi-
cans helped the Jones team expand their
investigation by introducing allegations
that Monica Lewinsky and Catharine
Willy had sexual relations with Clinton.
Although Jones was presented as an innocent victim
of Clinton's sexual appetite, I have to question Jones'
motives in pursuing this lawsuit. I don't think anyone
can deny that Clinton's latest legal problems, including
the Jones case, have been politically motivated.
because "it failed to demonstrate that she
has a case worthy of submitting to a
jury." It other words, it did not meet the
legal requirements to bring a sexual ha-
rassment suit.
That was the first hole, now here
comes the second one. Although Jones
was presented as an innocent victim of
Clinton's sexual appetite, I have to ques-
tion Jones' motives in pursuing this law-
suit. I don't think anyone can deny that
Clintons latest legal problems, including
the Jones case, have been politically mo-
It seems to me thatjones was motivated
by less than righteous reasons for her
lawsuit. It is also possible that the Re-
publican establishment pushed her to
file suit in order to put pressure on
Clinton. In addition to holes in her case,
if the Jones lawsuit was allowed to go to
trial it could put the entire country in
grave danger. It's bad enough that the Su-
preme Court has ruled that a sitting
president can be sued, but it would be
worse if one actually did have to appear
in court. It would be a different situation
if this was a criminal trial, but the fact is
that it is not; it is a civil suit. Defending
against a civil lawsuit can be a long, ex-
hausting, and time-consuming process.
The President of the United States sim-
ply does not have the time available to
participate in a process such as a civil
suit. The President needs to be accessible
at all times to deal with a national emer-
gency. What would happen if Saddam
Hussein attacked when Clinton was tes-
tifying? Could he respond quickly
enough in a situation of this sort? The
fact is he could not. Also the rigors of a
lawsuit would unduly wear down the
President. The President's possible prob-
lems would also denyjones' right to due
process. All parties involved in the case
would be hurt by the fact that this law-
suit targets a siting president.
While some might see the dismissal of
this case as a blow to a woman's right to
pursue compensation for sexual harass-
ment, it is in fact a blow for the rights of
the office of the President of the United
States. If the leader of the free world, the,
commander-in-chief, and president are
stopped from doing their job correctly
over something as frivolous as a civil
lawsuit than we, as American citizens
and citizens of the world, are hurt. Let
Jones bring her case, as f limsily as it
might be, she (like all other Americans)
has her right to her day in court, but let
her bring the suit after Clinton finishes













For as little as $25, the gift of a U. S. Savings
Bond will be a smash with any kid! Guaranteed to grow, U..5. Savings Bonds will be around
after other gifts are opened and broken. Plus, the competitive interest could help your kids save
for something really memorable like college or a first car So don't let your child's birthday go to
pieces. Start buying U. S. Savings Bonds where you bank or at work through your employer's payroll
savings plan.
For more information in English or Spanish, call toll free: 1-80O4US BOND (1-800-487-.2663).
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On The Beat
Trinity Students Cars Get
Trashed
On Saturday, April 4, in the High Rise Parking lot
near the north entrance at 10:25 AM, a garbage truck
accidentally dropped a dumpster onto two automobiles
belonging to students. One of the cars had its rear
window shattered, while the other suffered body
damage. College officials are in the process of assisting
the students with the repairs necessary.
Trinity Prospect Enjoys Rite Of
Passage
On March 28, a 1997 Toyota Camry belonging to a
visitor to the campus had its passenger side window
smashed while parked on Summit Street across from
the infirmary. No belongings were reported to be
missing and there are no suspects at this time.
Local Youth Enjoy Triple Play
'99
Between March 28 and 29, the Neighborhood Posse
Coordinator approached Campus Safety and asked if
there were any reports of missing Sony PlayStations.
There were none at that time; however, shortly
thereafter, a Smith resident notified Campus Safety that
he was missing a Playstation and several games, and that
he had 1 eft his security screen open.
Campus Safety obtained the name and address of a
juvenile from the Neighborhood Posse Coordinator.
Campus Safety and Hartford Police paid a visit to the
young man's home, and he promptly returned the
system and one of the games. He is in the process of
retrieving the other games from friends.
Because of the wishes of the Trinity student, no
criminal charges will be filed, but the juvenile will not
be permitted on campus in the future.
Freshman Loses Car Stereo,
Gets Parking Ticket
On March 31 between 5:30 and 6:00 PM, a Volvo and
a gray Saab, both belonging to students, were parked on
Summit Street and had their passenger side windows
broken. A car phone was taken from the Volvo and a
$375 Sony car stereo was taken from the Saab. The Saab
was owned by a freshman who had a special permit to
park in the Broad/Vernon lot only. There are no
suspects at this time.
Students Celebrate Pagan New
Year With Fireworks
Campus Safety officers responded to a complaint of
fireworks being set off on the quad on April 1 at 1:30 AM.
Both students at the scene were issued tickets for the
possession of fireworks. One former student was
referred to the Dean of Student's office for verbally
abusing a Campus Safety officer.
Freshman Takes Matters Into
His Own Hands
Last weekend, a disturbed freshman in an
unspecified dorm decided to show his anger'at his RA
by urinating on his door, specifically targeting the
handle. Once the gift was discovered seeping
underneath the door by the RA, the RA began to clean
up the mess. -
The student then proceeded to pull down his
trousers and deficate on the floor. Needless to say, the
residents are avoiding this end of the hall.
Campus Safety Party Friday!
Alt. Bev. ID Req.
On April 1 at 11:00 PM, the RA in High Rise
discovered a half-full keg in the elevator with no tap.
The keg was brought to Campus Safety and is currently
being held until its owner is found.
Compiled By Patrick R. Noonan
Camp David Participant
Simcha Dinitz Visits Trinity
BY DEVIN PHARR
News Writer
Trinity College had the plea-
sure of welcoming Simcha
Dinitz to Trinity last Tuesday
evening. Dinitz has been a
highly involved and influential
figure in Israeli history over the
past 30 years. Israeli Ambassa-
dor to the United States during
the 1970s, Dinitz participated in
peace negotiations with sur-
rounding Arab countries, as
well as the Camp David Talks in
1979 with Egypt and the United
States. President Dobelle, who
introduced Dinitz to the com-
fortably filled McCook audito-
rium, said "he is both devoted to
his country and devoted to de-
mocracy."
Dinitz stood up and adjusted
the microphone, beginning his
explanation for the small adhe-
sive bandage running under his
glasses across the bridge of his
nose. "I visited Washington yes-
terday," he said in slightly ac-
cented English. "Unfortunately
I also saw a panel of glass in the
lobby of a building, and ran my
nose directly into it. The archi-
tecture in Washington is beau-
tiful. But I guess it isn't meant to
be looked at so closely,"
The topic of Mr. Dinitz's lec-
ture was a discussion of the for-
mation of the modern state of
Israel, and the circumstances
plained that in order to under-
stand the things today, we have
to look at the past. "As 1 am sure
you history professors out there
say frequently, if we are to un-
derstand things and how they
are today, we have to look at his-
tory."
Dinitz's lecture began relat-
ing the story of when the Brit-
ish, following the first World
War, began speaking with Jew-
ish leaders about the possibility
of creating a free Jewish state.
"The thought of it, a state for the
Jews, all over the world, which
for two thousand years none
had existed, was marvelous.
Soon the British handed down
a mandate to the Jewish leaders
to establish that home in Pales-
tine. An argument started im-
mediately."
The argument he spoke of is
ongoing, and the world is ex-
posed to today in the papers and
on TV. Namely that the Pales-
tinians there had no desire to
leave the home they had known
for two thousand years. Dinitz
spoke of many talks and con-
flicts which occurred in the
1920s before they could come to
an agreement.
Dinitz highlighted his speech
with maps, displayed in wild
swirls of purple by the overhead
projector as a highly untenable
plan to join three highly isolated
parts of modern day Israel by
thin 'kissing points.' The plan
left Jerusalem as an indepen-
qenf international zone, and the
feelings and objections of both
sides by the roadside. Again
conflict entered the scene.
"There is a story of two sen-
tries in Gaza and a sergeant
teaching a soldier how to guard
with a broom," said Dinitz of the
desperate situations in which
the Israelis had fought for their
freedom. "He told the first sol-
dier to hold the broom out like
a gun, and if he heard a noise to
ask who it is. If they don't an-
swer after the third time take
the stick and let him he have it.
So he heard a noise. And asked
who it is. There was no answer,
so he asked again. Again no an-
swer. He asked a third time and
was about to jump on the per-
son when he saw it was the
other guard. He says: 'Benjamin?
Why is that you did not answer?
To which the other guard re-
plied: 'How can I answer? I'm
supposed to be a tank.'"
Mr. Dinitz concluded his
speech with a few questions
from the audience, fielding
them all at once with the humor
which had come to be expected.
Standing again, he announced
his realization that he had in
fact been speaking into a plas-
tic clip and not the microphone
for the entire time.
Dinitz left the audience with
this thought: "In the making of
a state, if it was not for the abil-
ity of the Jewish people to sur-
vive, no attempt to create a




Amherst and Holy Cross Cost A Pretty Penny
Both Amherst and Holy Cross announced a tuition increase for the 1998-1999
academic year.
Amherst, after a year of financial growth in 1997-1998, will raise the tuition by 4.6
percent. This will bring the total tuition fee to $30,000. The increase will primarily
cover salary increases for faculty and staff.
At Holy Cross, the Board of Trustees approved a 4 percent tuition increase making
the total cost of education for a year $29,000. The tuition at Holy Cross had steadily
increased by over $1,000 per year since 1994.
The Amherst Student and The Holy Cross Crusader, March 1998
Racial Minority Admissions Drops 13.7 Percent At
University of California Schools
LA JOLLA, CA - Following the release of 1998 admissions data by each UC campus,
the UC Office of the President (UCOP) gave an initial systemwide overview of
admissions results last Thursday. The data represents "unduplicated data," which means
that each student who applied is counted only once regardless of the number of
campuses applied to,
The results showed that for the entire UC system, 44,393 students were admitted for
fall 1998 - the largest group of high school seniors ever to be admitted to UC schools.
The data also showed a systemwide decline of underrepresented students, which the UC
system defines as African Americans, Native Americans, Mexican-Americans and
Latinos.
The data is not completely final. According to a statement released by UCOP, "A full
and accurate picture of the fall 1998 freshman class, however, will emerge only after
May 1, the deadline for students to notify the campus at which they plan to enroll."
Overall, the admission of African-Americans declined 17.6 percent from 1,509 to
1,243; Mexican-Americans dropped 4.7 percent from 4,165 to 3,969; Latinos decreased
12.9 percent from 1,520 to 1,325; and Native Americans declined 5.4 percent from 336 to
318.
The data also showed that the number of students who declined to state an ethnic
identity increased from 2,181 in 1997 to 6,346 this year. However, according to Terry
Colvin, UC senior public information representative, the trend of students declining to
state their ethnic identity is not new.
"This trend has been going on since the regents enacted their decision in July 1995
and since Prop. 209 was passed," Colvin said. "What this means, we don't know. We
haven't done studies on it yet."
UC San Diego Guardian, April 6,1998
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Online Registration Considered By Registrar
. ' * •
continued from page one
have no solution at all; Jonathan
Morales '98 explained, "I don't
know a solution but registration
is always a pain."
Trinity's registration system
allows for more freedom and
flexibility than other area col-
leges, some of which use com-
puterized systems, or systems
via the telephone. While com-
puterized systems, of ten mean
less running around and less
paper work, the systems can be
congested for hours. Paul
Pennelli, a first year student at
Fairfield University, described
their registration process as a
lottery system. Fairfield stu-
dents are required to wait in line
according to the random lottery
number they have been as-
signed. "Imagine getting a bad
registration lottery number and
a bad housing lottery number,"
Pennelli said. "You're going to
have a terrible year!" Though
Fairf ield's and Trinity's systems
both operate on a first come,
first served basis, Trinity stu-
dents have the freedom and the
opportunity to beat the crowds,
whereas Fairfield students are
stuck with a randomly assigned
lottery number.
The process at Trinity will
become more technologically
advanced in the coming years.
The Registrar's Office is cur-
rently in the process of select-
ing a new student records
system which will be imple-
mented in the fall of 1999. This
system, as described by Regis-
trar Sylvia W. DeMore is prima-
rily for the organization of
transcripts, grades and courses,
and will not affect the existing
registration process. However,
the Registrar's Office has long
term plans to have students reg-
ister via the web, hopefully to be,
in effect by Spring 2000. Until
then, many students hope to see
the system clarified.
The registration process does
not have a clear system. Not
only do different departments
have varying policies on per-
mission slips, but different pro-
fessors within each department
are inconsistent as well. This
lack of consistency leaves some
students confused. Devin
Goodman '01, experiencing reg-
istration for the first time, felt in
the dark about the entire pro-
cess. "It seemed so secretive, and
unpublished, I had no informa-
tion and no idea how it worked."
"No information should be
held back, absolutely every-
thing should be available in the
registration packet, suggested
Mark Craig '98. "If a course is go-
ing to be filled in any order
other than first come, first
served, then it should be speci-
fied. Some classes would still be
first come, first served and oth-
ers would fill according to class
• year, but we would know ahead
of time, saving lots of hassle and
confusion."
State ABC Fails In Effort To
Enforce Liquor Laws
For over 8000 bars, restaurants, package stores, bowling alleys,
and other liquor licensed establishments in Connecticut there
are only fourteen inspectors. The number is simply inadequate
for the amount of work to be done, reflected in the fact that there
are seventeen inspectors for Mohegan Sun and Foxwoods casi-
nos alone. According to Tom Baral, President of the Connecticut
Package Stores Association, "Often even if a package store owner
is accused of selling liquor to a minor who is arrested, and the
name of the store appears in the local police report, the store still
isn't inspected."
To maintain the element of surprise, liquor agents of ten work
flexible hours and sometimes work on Saturdays and Sundays
in the summer in order to target package stores and bars in the
beach areas, officials said. But Sen. Thomas E Gaf fey said the state
obviously is not doing enough to enforce the law. When the ques-
tion was posed to the public however somewhat mixed opinions
resulted. Forty-nine percent agreed with Gaffey that there were
not enough inspectors. Thirty-two percent felt that the state was
doing enough and should not increase that number.
Hartford Gets $350 Million For
Redevelopment
' Gov. John G Rowland scattered more seeds for planners in and
around Hartford last week when he announced that he wants to
invest a record $350 million over the next 10 years in Hartford's
development. The money would be spent on six pillars of devel-
opment ~ a convention center and sports "megaplex", parking,
housing demolition, and construction, a university campus, the
riverfront, and revitalization of the Hartford Civic Center. This
round of planning is more about stimulating the right develop-
ment rather than coping with growth said William Cochran,
former economic director of Hartford,
Meanwhile, other private, public and nonprofit devel-
opment projects are at various stages of planning or completion.
If even some of the proposals move: forward the potential for
change is significant - especially for the east side of downtown
and the riverfront. Cochran or other planners have catalogued
26*key development projects or opportunities in and around
downtown Hartford.
The Hartford Courant, April 6,1998




Paula Jones Sexual Harassment Case Dismissed
LITTLE ROCK, AR —A federal judge threw out Paula Jones' sexual harassment lawsuit against
President Bill Clinton on Wednesday, ruling that Jones had no "genuine issues" worthy of trial. The
lawsuit had been scheduled to go to trial May 27- *
In a 40-page ruling, Judge Susan Webber Wright granted Clinton's motion for summary judg-
ment, saying Jones' allegations "fall short" of what was required under the law to support the three
counts against the President.
"•"jotieS/a former Arkansas state, employee, claims- then-6ev:Gli^Wifask0dktTf<Ar!cimi'k^MiiBtttlt
Rock hotel in 1991. Thesuital legedClinton's:actions amounted to sexual harassment, resulted in
job discrimination against jonesand made her feeli"em6tional outrage." Clinton denies any wrong-
doing / . . 1 ' ••'..•;••••.;; '••••. •»• ' ' :7 ••:..'.
 :/ •':. •"•V. ' .""'"• :. • : ' . : •'•' • ' •
President Clinton's lawyer, Wi l l i am Bennett, said Wright ' s wr i t t en decision spoke for itself. "It
w a s a very s t r b n g a n d powerful opinion," said Clinton's,lawyer. "[The judge] is r igh t o n the law, she
i s r i g h t o n t h e f a c t s . " /../•.-'•...; • •[•. '•"':.?••"•'
In her decision, Wright said if-Clinton did what Jones claimed, it was "of fensive and boorish," but
it was not'sexuaf assault. There was no evidence that Jones suffered on the job because of the al-
leged incident; the judge ruled. ^ . ; •- '.'''"•'••'•" ; .; .'•..'.
As for the attempt by:Jones' lawyers to bring in Clinton's alleged relationship with Monica.
Lewinsky, Gennifer Slowers, Kathleen Willey and̂^ others, Wright wrote, "Whether other women
may have beeh'subjected to workplace harassmentand whether sucheviden.ce hasallegedly been
suppressed does not change the fact that the: plaintiff has failed to demonstrate that she has a case
, w o r t h y o f s u b m i t t i n g t o a j u r y " ' • : • ' . ; , ; / : : ..•...' ;.: ; ' . : . , , • . ; : • •:. ; :
; ,'": •';./: •• • ,.:'• •'•
• The judge also; ruled there was; no conspiracy betweenthen-Goy. Clinton and Arkansas State
Trooper Daiiny Ferguson to violatejones'civil rights, concluding, "Reduced to its essence; the record
taken as/a whole,: could: not lead aratiblialjury of feet' to find: for a non-moving party and the court!
;ther!fete:fifidsthat^ ;•,-: : ";
C/'jone^spokes^
. "very/ very h'urtf by :the:r ulmg^"|aula: has spent four years doing; somethirig: that :np other; woman
' ;had the:dcnirage :tp ̂ dp,,, Shê s paid aYtfcemendous; price for t t e worn ett;of tnis^cpuritry. I just pray :tb
'God sriefinds thf Strength to; gp:pn." Earlier, Car
' the-wrongdecislo^
; sibnlh this case:;\^ h^djo go all the way tp
::sa^;.w^iwrli^ore thaalikelybebaek before the Suprerne Court again." I h
• ' > ' l ^ ^ ^ t k \ ' % } l ' ^ 4 L ' ' } ! C N ^ I
Clinton Bans import OfiVSodifaedSVBiSItary Rifles
. WASHINGTON D.C. — On: Monday, .the Clinton.Administration made permanent a ban oh the
import of rifles that can be easilyreturnedtp their serni-autprnatic,:military purpose and on rifles,
w i t h ' v e r y l a r g e m a g a z i n e s f o r a m m u n i t i o n ; , ••'/: :.,..:',' v ^ ; \'.,/.; •...'•'• '••'••.•:: [• . : ": •. .": : ;; :
:
; Theiadmihistratiye; order, which would mafcepermanent a temporary action; taken jri 1997; can,
l d i h i S O d ^ ' ' ' ^ ' '• ' : : : " ^ ; ; / •
_:• During a RbseGarden press brief ing with uniformed police off icers oh hand, President Bill Clinton
"mentioned: two specific^weapons,; the AK-47s manufactured
and ;the;:Uzi,; an; Israeli-made weapon. Such; weapons; the president said;; are ftotheeded for deer
h u n t i n g o r s k e e t ; s h o o t i n g -.;;••; : ; ' ; : ; ^ - . - • ; : . ; . . : " - • • - . : ' : ; . - - : - v : ' - > : - ' : ^ r . - v : - : ! -
: : , ' • . ; : ' : : • . . : ; : • • ! : ' :• : . M : . ••,•:;•:•;: ;;•;. '••
:;;':: ;• '•:•.••.•' • ,:- •.:••'
y ; C l i n t o n s a i d h e ;was i s s u i n g thve o r d e r t t
;•: D e p a r t m e h t; t h e p a r e n t 1 a g e n c y o f tftfe S u r e a u p l • A l e p h o l ; Tpba^CP arid; 'J^reiaif ms : . .••' '• ••:;;; • •'.••:; •; '•• '•:' • i;; •',-'.,
~" ' ' ' " " Dncluded ffiat^^
NhhefeClihtpp^
e;;L|zL;hesaidj^are military weap
«r ̂  «y; vii "yiaife cer tainlyiaot -^ria-raglitbrt-itiiiei StrifefeisL p^'a^wfeiaTe^orKitig-.t'or;
.. iort: and:hi|Ja^rnii|isjratipr|jHay^bpthrnpyed;;
...„.,.;.: , ...JiMau'tbTOpiclKa^^
Kp;erade'tllfe: I ^ J ^ m ^ ^ •£. i ,y
laking'iy^ur^fninpr'ilianjes*'^
aaiyiig:a;dQllap:in':thl^^ra .:' C :
• • • • • • — • " — • • • • • i - — : • ' ! - - ; r : • • • - • • . g : > : . > ; : ^ ^ :
; : V ;






On Thursday, April 2 in the
Rittenberg lounge, Kevin
Jennings, Executive Director of
GLSEN: the Gay, Lesbian, and
Straight Education Network,
spoke out against Ralph Reed
and the Christian Coalition in a
lecture entitled "Ralph Reed
and the Religious Right: Wolves
in (not very convincing) sheep's
clothing." Jennings was asked
to come and speak by a former
high school student who now
attends Trinity College, and rep-
resents GLSEN.
Kevin Jennings has received
critical recognition for his work,
including being named to the
"Century Club," by Newsweek
magazine, named in Out
Magazine's "Top 100
Newsmakers and Earth
Shapers," and as Executive Di-
rector of GLSEN.
The lecture, which wasspon-
sored by EROS, the committee
for Gay and Lesbian Studies, the
Office of the Dean of Faculty,
the Office of Multicultural Af-
fairs, and the Office of Residen-
tial Life, was billed as a tool to
"discuss what is being done to
combat homophobia in schools
across the country" and to "hear ',
what it is like to be in the front
line in the battles against the
religious right" : ;'•'•''. "
The lecture began with a
video entitled "The Religious
Right: In Their Own Words."
The video showed what
Jennings referred to: the way the
religious right talks among
themselves rather than the way
they discuss issues in front of
the media or large groups. It
was an attempt to show the side
of the argument that Jennings'
lecture focused on, mainly
whether America should be al-
lowed the "freedom to think
freely, or a freedom to think like
me."
After the video, the audience
was allowed to voice their reac-
tion. Cries of "outrage," "empa-
thy," and "disbelief" were voiced
and supported by others in the
audience.
Among the main points that
Jennings addressed in his own
words were "Reasons the Chris-
tian Coalition believes they are
fighting a war,"" the Christian
Coalition alters voter opinion
by putting the'fear of God'into
its members," and "the left wing
cannot get organized because of
internal conflicts."
Jennings left the audience
with the following message:
"We will succeed because of the
continuous notion that
America is the place where
dreams are realized. Hope will
trump fear every day of the
week."
Campus Shocked By Violent
Murder Of Hartford Teen
continued from page one
rial at the site of the murder en-
tailing a white cross nailed to a
tree, flowers standing in empty
beer bottles, and empty cigar
holders. Furthermore, a num-
ber of his peers held vigils at the
memorial for several nights af-
ter the murder, which surprised
some Trinity students returning
from the break.
While the incident did not
occur on campus, Director of
Campus Safety Brian Kelly
stated, "the reason we put out a
security advisory was because
we heard from students that
they did not know all the de-
tails, and we didn't want rumors
to spread."
Nonetheless, a murder occur-
ring so close to campus did
strike a chord amongst many
students. Josh Freemire '01 said,
"to have such a violent event oc-
cur so close to the campus defi-
nitely makes me think about
how safe it truly is to live here."
Katie Bryant "01 expounded on
that sentiment, stating, "even
though this was not a random
act of violence, there still has to
be some concern. What if sev-
eral students were walking by
when this happened?"
One Ogilby resident was dis-
turbed by the mourners, stating,
"to have all those people right
outside my dorm every night
made me feel really uncomfort-
able."
separate drive-by shooting on
Zion Street on Tuesday, March
31, at 9:30 PM, which led many
in the Trinity community to
worry. Five suspects have been
arrested for the shooting, in
which one Hartford female was
shot and is now in stable condi-
tion. However, this incident
took place at the intersection of
Park and Zion Streets, some six
blocks from campus.
The impromptu shrine to 19-year old SARAH B"TENCOURT
Roberto Rosado on Summit Street across from Zion
<+fflTCfti ' ' '
CHEESE PIZZA
14" medium $7.50 16" large $9.50
additional toppings $.50 on med $1.00 on large
anchovies bacon broccoli eggplant
garlic hamburger meatball mushrooms
olives onions pepperoni peppers
ricotta sausage spinach tomatoes
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
PRIMAVERA Med $9.50 Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PtSTO Med $10.75 Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO Med $10.75 Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE Med $7.50 Large $9.50
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM Med $7.50 Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME Med $11.50 Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeal and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN Med $9.50 Large $12,50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH $17.95
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and fresh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH $15.95
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce $4.95
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs $5.95
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausage $6.95
SHEET PAN PIZZA
$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!
NY.STYLE PIZZA!!
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford
236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am -2:00am
*"FREE DELIVERY***
With $7.00 minimum purchase
We deliver cigarettes
The Best Pizza For The Best Price
City Pizza Special for
Trinity College
(no coupon needed, just mention special)
• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
soda only $12.99
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
cans of soda with any medium pizza order
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of














































Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta $7.95





all dinners include salad and roll w/ butler
SALADS
CHEF SAIAD $5 50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO $5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
TUNA SALAD $4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD $4.95
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
TOSSED SALAD $1.95
GARLIC BREAD Small $1.50 Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Ranch
Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
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Lang Presents Baumgardt Lecture
On Evolution Of Natural Rights
BY W. FISHWICK MCLEAN
News Writer
On Monday, April 6, Professor of Hu-
manities Berel Lang gave the first lecture
in a series on Individual and,Group
Rights. The talk, entitled "From Natural
Law to the Concept of Rights: An Odd
Couple" was co-sponsored by the De-
partment of Philosophy and the Center
for the Study of Religion in Public Life
here at Trinity College. It was the first
out of three Baumgardt lectures, which
are endowed and awarded by the Ameri-
can Philosophical Association.
Professor Lang explored the historical
concept of rights and what their origins
are. He also compared individual rights
with group rights, and how they play a
part in a society's given theory of justice
(if at all).
According to Lang, the modern idea of
an individual having rights has its ori-
gin in the philosophical concept of
Natural Law. Natural Law was illus-
trated with an example from Greek Trag-
edy - the play "Antigone" by Sophocles.
In this drama, the tragic figure for whom
the play is named is faced with a di-
lemma. She must either break King
Creon's edict by burying her brother, or
break divine law by not burying him.
Antigone chooses to obey the law of the
gods and not the general law of the kings.
By doing so, she is maintaining cosmic
harmony by keeping her bonds with
Olympus; thus nature is at peace. Hence,
Natural Law.
But the idea of an individual having
"rights" did not arise until later. Part of
this evolution from Natural Law to indi-
vidual rights occurred in the 14th cen-
tury with a band of Franciscan monks.
Sworn to a life of poverty, they could not
own anything, including property. Dur-
ing that time, property was seen as some-
thing people had "domain" over -
property was God's to own, but theirs to
hold, buy, sell, give away, etc. in the mean-
time.
The Franciscans needed a place to live
and were faced with a dilemma. To get
around this, they argued that ownership
was a social construction and thus went
against natural law. The counter argu-
ment was that owning property was
both natural and a right; and the idea of
individual rights was born. Now people
have the natural right to possess and the
freedom to act and sell, and anyone who
infringed upon this was acting against
both natural law and the individual.
Professor Lang concluded by showing
how this got us to where we are today.
The United States is founded upon the
idea that individuals have the "inalien-
able right" to "life liberty and the pursuit
of happiness," and our entire theory of
justice is founded upon the rights the in-
dividual possesses over the government.
Lang reminded the audience that theo-
ries of justice exist that pay no attention
to individual rights whatsoever, such as
Machiavellian or Marxist theorem.
The remaining two lectures explore
the nature of rights even further. "Indi-
vidual vs. Group Rights: Theories of the
Self in Conflict" will be on Monday, April
13 at 4:00 PM in the Faculty Club,
Hamlin Hall, and "Genocide and the
Foundation of Group Rights" will be on
Monday, April 20 at 4 PM in the Ritten-
berg Lounge.
Tripod And Trincoll Journal Leaders
Attend Paris Media Conference
BY SARA F. MERIN
Managing Editor
While many students were basking on
the beach over Spring Break, Robert
Churchwell 'OOJack Hoblitzell '00, Lisa
Harrison '99, and Sara Merin '00 repre-
, ity Tripod in a t tendance at an
.'v •'.. •'/' international media conference in Paris,
France. Organized by Lee Huebner,
former Publisher of the International
Herald Tribune and current professor at
Northwestern, the conference was spon-
sored by Northwestern University's.
Communication Studies Department
and Trinity College. It was hosted by the
Paris-based Center for the Study of In-
ternational Communications and was
comprised of students from Northwest-
ern, the American University of Paris,
and Trinity.
The conference began on Monday,
March 23 with an opening reception at
the American University of Paris, and it
was underway early the next morning
with a trip to the headquarters of the In-
ternational Herald Tribune, where the
paper's executive editor addressed the
group. After visiting the Tribune, Pat
Thompson, an independent television
_ ., . 1-NBC,
and Jim Bitterman, the Pans correspon-
dent for CNN and NPR, spoke to,the
group about the past and future of inter*-
riationaljournalism in a multimedia pre-
sentation entitled, "Working This Side of
the World: What to Expect." Flora Lewis,
a syndicated columnist and former for-
eign affairs columnist for the New York
Times then spoke to the group on "Eu-
rope and the World," speaking about per-
sonal and professional experiences over
her long career in journalism.
Other highlights of the week included
trips to TF1, France's private television
network, where the students observed
preparation for a news broadcast; Radio
France, an international radio station,
where the group watched an interview
being dubbed from English to French;
and the United States Embassy, where
the group was briefed by members of the
foreign service who specialize in press
and political issues. The group was ad-
dressed by-speakers at each, of these lo-
cations.
In addition to these events, the group
was addressed by William Pfaf f, a corre-
spondent based in Paris; Alan Riding, a
cultural correspondent for the New York
Times based in Paris; Christopher Dickey,
the Paris Bureau Chief for Ne wsweek, and
Anne Swardson a Washington Post cor-
respondent.
The conference presented students
with a unique opportunity to learn about
the media, particularly the rapidly
changing field of international journal-
ism, against the rich and exciting cul-








A change was made recently in the
ranks of the Trinity College administra-
tive offices. President Evan Dobelle ap-
pointed Dr. Sharon Herzberger to the
position of Vice President of Student Ser-
vices.
Dr. Herzberger, a professor of psychol- •
ogy, will not be teaching during the Fall
1998 term. She plans to use this time to
fully settle into her new position and
will begin to teach a couple of classes
again once she has become accustomed
to her increased responsibilities.
Herzberger reports directly to Presi-
dent Dobelle and will attend regular
meetings to discuss various issues re-
garding different offices on campus that
pertain to student services. Some of
these include The Dean of Students Of-
fice, the Office of Residential Life, the
Junior Fellows, The "Women's Center,
Campus Safetyand the Career Counsel-
ing Center. She will meet regularly with
senior administrators to discuss possible
modifications that would.be instituted
to improve the operation of these offices.
Herzberger explained, "The goal of my
job is to ensure that we provide a cam-
pus environment that builds on the po-
tential that students have when they
come into Trinity." Though only re-
cently appointed, Dr. Herzberger has al-
ready met with Student Government
Presides fcBiJ]»Mahpnejr<t0ifee«ss«icte.s*
that the students might have for campus-
wide improvements.
Herzberger replaces Jim Mullen as
Vice President of Student Services, and
will shortly move into an office in the
Hamlin/Cook building. Mullen left his
position to become Vice President and
Executive Director of Project 2002.
"Basically what that means," Mullen
commented, "is that I am in charge of
over one hundred million dollars of pure
construction both on and off campus,"
In addition to managing the coordina-
tion of the project, Mullen hopes to teach
a course or two next semester as well.
Sara Merin '00, Jack riobiitzeii! 00,
Rob Churchwell '00, Lisa Harrison '00,
on Montmartre in front of Sacre Coeur.
Trinity Well-Represented In Washington
Trinity students and faculty traveled to Washington D.C. to participate in the
annual Center For the Presidency Student Symposium on March 12-15. Jim Sanzi '98 and
Karen vonHardenberg '00 were moderators at issue panels of the event, and Trinity '
Presidential Fellow Jim King presented the keynote speech. In the Center's essay
contest, Scott Macdonald '98 placed second and Michael Dundas '98 earned a honorable
mention. Pictured are (bottom, left to right) Dari Sylvester '98, vonHardenberg, Political
Science Professor Clyde McKee, (top, left to right) Dundas, Kjng and Macdonald.
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Lord Street Theater of Trinidad Performs
Tony Hall Play at the Austin Arts Center
BY COSMO FATTIZZO
Arts Writer
Jean and Dinah Who Have Been
Locked Away in a World Famous Calypso
Since 1956Speak Their Minds Publicly is
Tony Hall's personal look into street life
in the city of Port of Spain in the mid
1950's. Hall gazes specifically at the
"street women" of Sparrow's world fa-
mous 1956 calypso. In many sensesjean
and Dinahis a celebration of West In-
dian Caribbean culture; specifically,
Trinidad's annual Carnival. Carnival can
only be described as a magnified, spiri-
tual Mardi Gras celebration.
Jean and Dinah have been close
friends for some time. The show spans
the course of a day in the life of these two
women during the Carnival celebration.
We find out early on that Dinah was
somehow blinded by someone who
tossed the bottle that accidentally hit her
in the face. Dinah has suspected Jean for
some time, while Jean has been some-
what envious of Dinah having lived her
street life in a morally decent fashion.
What these two friends don't know
about each other is that, in fact, there is
much that they don't know about each
other. Untold stories and truths unfold as
Jean and Dinah toil through their hot
day arguing, remembering, accusing and
fantasizing. Through it all, these two di-
vas of the Carnival reaffirm their own
self-integrities and never surrender their
own raw senses of humor. Captivating
accents and alljean and Dinah take the
audience with them on their fantastic
journeys surrounded by the magical
sounds of live Caribbean music.
The set design, conceived by Jeff Foye,
is remarkably simple yet unbelievably
effective in its presentation of Jean and
Dinah's surrealist world. The pseudo-box
-set was comprised mostly of cylindrical
steel piping which gave impressions of
a window, wall or doorway. Decorations
included Caribbean cloths and tapes-
tries, draperies, pictures and posters also
gave the shack a warm, homey feel. The
limited floor space, which was painted
to look like a rickety hardwood floor,
confined the action and the focus of the
show quite effectively. The addition of
old tables, desks and a bed sold the idea
that we were in a street shack in Port of
Spain.
Another great aspect included inter-
spersing several lighting instruments on
the piping itself. These lights were gelled
Jean and Dinah rehearsing on the set in Goodwin. JOCELYN 1 TD
with festive colors: bright reds, blues, yel-
lows and greens. The set was largely
dominated by intermediate, drab earth
tones highlighted and contrasted only
by the colorful drapes and tapestries
seen on the set. Combined with some
simple and flashy costumes, it meshed
tightly with the other concepts of the
piece.
The most magical aspect of the set
concept was its flexibility in giving both
Jean and Dinah carte blanche to see
through the walls of Dinah's shack and
interact with their one-man fantasy
band or to simply to create the flash-
backs and fantasy world of Carnival.
The drabness of the set worked ex-
tremely well to create the feeling of pov-
erty, struggle and hardship for both of
these women. This feeling was success-
fully suspended when the colorful lights
mounted on the set brought Jean, Dinah
and the audience into the magically fes-
See LORD STREET on page twelve
Theater and Dance Seniors to Present Theses




. It is four days before her thesis project
opens, but Sara Jaffe looks calm and
composed. I begin my interview by ask-
ing her about her past theater experi-
ence. Early onjaffe studied ballet for 12
years, In high school she performed in
musical theater productions and began
to.study voice. During her first,2 years
at Trinity she performed in various mu-
sical theater productions under the di-
rection of Gerald Moshell. Jaffe didn't
think that she wanted to be a theater
major, but the Theater and Dance de-
partment interested her because it fo-
cused on many different aspects of
theater, such as theater and dance his-
tory and performance theory.
Her sophomore yearjaffe worked with
Bart Sher and Amy Stevens from Hart-
ford Stage. It was then that she realized
that she wanted to pursue a career in the-
ater and began to write plays and take
more performance theory classes.
Last year, Sara did a semester long
intership at the Kennedy Center in
Washington, D.C, At this time she






For senior Serena A. Carbonell, her fi-
nal exercise toward completing a The-
atre Dance Major is truly a culmination
of her academic and personal pursuits.
The performance component of her se-
nior thesis, India Dances, consists of
three pieces which are performed by
Serena herself and a group of six female
students Serena has worked with this
year. This yearlong thesis covers three
periods in Indian movement: temple
dance, classical dance and tribal folk
dance.
Carbonell's background in this field
comes from time she devoted studying
the Bhil tribal religion while on a Schools
for International Training (SIT) program
in India last spring. Her independent
study project focused on the Northern
Indian Tribe's religion with special atten-
tion to dance and song.
In her performance, Serena brings us
two traditional pieces from Rajasthan,
India. These pieces were taught to Serena






When Therelza Watson '98 saw her
name on the Austin Arts Center mar-
quee Monday afternoon announcing the
performance part of her senior thesis,
"From the Soul (A Creative Approach to
Healing)," she was nervous. "It lasted
about five minutes, but then I was fine,"
she assures, saying that after that she
was only excited to think that this
project was going to become a reality.
The piece combines live music, voice-,
overs, movement, and monologues to
explore the following statement: "Cre-
ativity comes from the soul, and through
your creativity you can be healed and in
the process heal others." Watson was
joined by Natalie Leblanc '98 and
Raymond Jones '98, as well as two musi-
cians from the Hartford community,
Ivan Santiago (percussion) and Bill
Feugal (trumpet). While rehearsals have
continued since the beginning of the se-
mester, Watson says that "the piece
pretty much blossomed in the last






As the year winds to a close, it is time
for senior thesis presentations to begin.
One theater-dance major, Christina
Tsoules, is busily preparing for her per-
formance on Sunday, April 19 on the
quad by the Chapel. Her thesis is the cul-
mination of her four year involvement
with theater and dance at Trinity. She
has been in numerous dance perfor-
mances and is a member of the dance
group Dance Unlimited, which she
helped begin.
Tsoules' talent has also been recog-
nized outside of Trinity through her se-
mester in New York and internationally
during her semester in Spain.
During her junior fall, Tsoules studied
at the Trinity/La Mama program in New
York City where she took dance, theater,
and voice classes. She had an internship
with the Jose Limon dance company
where she learned about and became in-
terested in arts administration.. Last
spring, Tsoules studied abroad in Madrid,
See TSOULES on Page eleven
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If you liked Wim Wenders'
classic German film Wings of
Desire (1987), then you might
want to check out the Ameri-
can version, City of Angels.
Starring Nicholas Cage as an
angel and Meg Ryan as the
mortal he falls in love with.
Opens Friday at Showcase
Cinema in East Hartford.
Beginning April 6, Theater
and Dance seniors Sara Jaffe,
Serena Carbonell, Therelza
Watson, and Christina Tsoules
will present their theses. Head
over to Garmany Hall on April
7 &r 9 to see Jaffe and
Carbonell; April 6 & 8 for
Watson; and April 19 on the
Quad to see Tsoules. ]Mo tick-
ets necessary. Call Austin Arts'
for exact times.
The very cool Trinity Pipes
are hosting an all-out a
cappella jamboree in the Bis-
tro this Thursday at 9:30 PM.
All four T,rin a cappella
groups will be singing their
hearts out so head down and
enjoy some great music. Any-
one who wants to write a re-
view give me a call!
Many talented students en-
rolled in Trinity's Studio Arts
program have current works
on exhibit in the Austin Arts
Center's Widener Gallery. The
show will run until April 17,
and it's free, so don't miss it!
This exhibition will be fol-
bition, which begins on April
20 and is also in Widener.
Tsoules
continued from page 10
where she interned with an-
other modern dance company.
She also found the inspiration
for her thesis through an art his-
tory class she took at the Prado
Museum in Madrid.
Her thesis presentation, Cycle
of She, is a dance piece that ex-
presses the three stages of the
life cycle. Incorporated into this
cycle are myths involving god-
desses and the origins of life.
One origin myth focuses on Eve,
the first mother, and her repre-
sentation in early European
paintings as a temptress and se-
ductress. As the Virgin Mary
took on a more prominent role
in the Church, she replaced Eve
as the first .mother. Tsoules'
analysis and presentation is
. based on a combined study of
15th - 17th Century paintings
and theBookof Genesis.Going
along with this theme, her pre-
sentation will be held outside
on the quad toreinforce the no-
tion of Earth as a sacred place
and its important connection to
the cycle of life. "
After graduation, Tsoules
plans to spend her summer
working for the Jacob's Pillow
Dance Revue in Massachusetts.
Afterwards, she would like to
pursue a career either in New
York or out West. She hopes
eventually to found her own
modern dance company where
she could combine her love for
choreography and performance
with her interest in arts admin-
istration.
Watson
continued from page 10
month. That's when we started
making final decisions as to
what to keep and what not to
keep." The performers contrib-
uted to the piece itself through
a rehearsal process that in-
cluded improvisation and ex-
tensivediscussion of the themes
of the piece. Therelza felt "it was
important to find out where
each of them stood."
She notes that the piece is not
just her own belief of what the
soul is. "Not all of us had the
same answers," she explains,
"But interestingly enough a lot
of people have common ideas
about what the soul is. I wanted
to refrain from telling the
audience...what the soul is and
what it is capable of." This is a
major reason why the Wednes-
day performance will include a
discussion period with the au-
dience.
Watson came to Trinity with
a desire to study pre-med and
theatre. She has since created
her own major: "The Art and
Science of the Human Body,"
which "investigates the human
body from a biological point of
view and also a theatrical point
of view...exploring how they
work with the different func-
tions of the body." Upon gradu-
ation, Therelza plans to pursue
theatre in New York. And what
aspect of theatre would she pre-
fer to work in? "I always want to
keep my options open," she re-
plies with a smile. "If the oppor-
tunity presents itself, I'm game."
Studio Arts Annual Exhibition
Displays Student Works at AAC
BY AI IX PECK
y Photo Editor
After encounteringjeremiah
Stevenson '99's charcoal draw-
ing in the lobby of Austin Arts,
one has high expectations for
the rest of the Studio Arts An-
nual Exhibition. Held regularly
in April in the Widener Gallery,
it is the culmination of the
year's art work produced by
Trinity students. It incorporates
sculpture, drawing, painting, .
printmaking, design, photogra-
phy, and color completed by
majors and non-majors alike.
A newcomer to the exhibi-
tion, photography produced
some of the best work. The pho-
tos that stemmed from the fall
and spring classes added the
sophistication that the show
needed. One almost wishes the
photographs had more room in
which to be showcased. Kyra
Skvir '98, Jonathan Freeman '98,
and Catherine Crosby '99 are
only a few of the talented pho-
tographers that took advantage
of the new course that Trinity
AL|X PECKThis sculpture is one of several pieces
currently exhibited in Widener Gallery.
the gallery. Somehow manag- sign classes are consistently
ing to take dirty, discarded
pieces of metal and turn them
into a work of art seems to be
[The exhibit] incorporates scjuipture,
drawing, painting, printmaking, design,
photography, and color.
had to offer.
Taylor Milnes '99 scrap metal
sculpture, seen above, success-
fully dominates the center of
Milnes' strength, although her
charcoal drawings show her
versatility as well.
Once again, the color and de-
strong with an array of bright
colors and intricate designs.
However, the prints lacked
number. For such a popular
class, it was disappointing that
there were not more examples
of student work.
The expectations inspired by
Stevenson's work in the lobby
are definitely well met by the
rest of the exhibition. There are
so many strong pieces in the
exhibition that one wishes it
would become a biannual one.
Miramax Home Video Contest
WIN FREE VIDEOS, INCLUDING
MRS. BROWN, THE HOUSE OF
YES, ANDMOONDANCE
MRS. BROWN:
What is the nationality and
profession of John Brown?
What cast member received
an Academy Award
nomination this year?
(date of release 4/21/98)
Billy Connelly and Dame Judi Dench share a warm
moment in Mrs. Brown.
THE HOUSE OF YES:
What famous contemporary
historical figure does Parker
Posey emulate in The House
of Yes?
(date of release 4/14/98)
MOONDANCE:
Moondahce, set in Ireland,
borrows its name from a
song by a famed Irish
musician-singer. Who is he?
(date of release: 4/14/98)
BUFNA VIS'A PlCT'Ji'ES DISTRIBUTION
Parker Posey stars as a member of a highly dysfunctional
family in the comedic film The House of Yes.
CONGRATULATIONS TO LAST
MONTH'S WINNERS!!!
Send all answers to the Tripod box 702582. One entry per
student. Must be a Trinity Student to participate. Tripod
staff not eligible.
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When I arrived to run sound
for Lionel Popkin last Wednes-
day, the first thing that struck
me was how incredibly open
and friendly this performer
was. This attitude, so different
from many performers who at-
tempt to express misery, con-
flict, and inner struggles,
infiltrated his improvisational
dance and made it a pleasure to
experience.
This performance consisted
of three pieces which combined
choreographed music with
more general improvisational
themes. Popkin says he enjoys
interlacing the two because it
createsacreativechallengeand
forces him to stay focused and
"present" as he dances.
The movement in the first
piece, "Lost Verses," was the
most completely set of all three
dances. During this piece,
Popkin occasionally'counted
aloud, another ploy to keep
himself in the moment and to
attract the audiences attention
to his fluid, "vogue-like" dance.
Incredibly graceful, Popkin
melted from one statue-esque
pose into another with ease.
The second piece, "Imprint/
Recall," highlighted Popkin's ex-
pert use of an unfamiliar space
as he molded his body around
shapes in studio 47, and used
them to show memory and
change in his dance. His third
piece, "Closer," was timed to ex-
actly 8 minutes and involved
Popkin dancing towards and
away from the audience.
After this extraordinarily re-
laxed, free-flowing, technically
excellent performance, Popkin
was happy to engage in a con-
versation with the audience
about his work and experience
in dance. Not only was he wel-
coming of questions and com-
ments, he openly requested
feedback from the audience and
sparked several short discus-
sions about his work.
The Studio 47 series is to be
praised for its continuing abil-
ity to bring extremely talented
dancers such as Lionel Popkin,
Benoit Lachambre, and Amie
Dowling to Trinity where we
can all enjoy their talents. I look
forward to events in the Fall and
encourage everyone to attend.
There's always something dif-
ferent and wonderful happen-
ing upstairs in Seabury.
Lord Street
Continued from Page 10
tive world of Carnival. The
combination of the lights, cos-
tumes and highly adaptable set
gave the audience the different
sensations of what it was to be
a poor, rundown street woman
and a fantastical, glamorous
Carnival queen all at once.
Jeff Foye's innovative and
simplistic scene design illus-
trates how less can be more.
Specifically, in the case of Lord
Street Theater Company's Jean
and Dinah, the set shows us
how, with simplicity, many vast
d l ! d b bg S ? Q , j
of a confined, basic space
Editors Note: Thisartide was
originally written as a paptrfor
a scene design class and not as a
critical review of this perfor-
mance.
Accousticfest Relaxed on Vernon




Acousticfest kicked off at 9 PM
last Saturday. The roughly two
hundred students at the Party
Barn were treated to the musi-
cal talents of Terry Black '00,
Chris Gauthier '98, Jeff Harris
'98, Dave DiGiacomo '00, Jeff
Ginsburg '00, Alissa Roeder '01,
Karen Von Hardenburg '00, Pat
Gavin '00, Rick Eastland '00,
Tim Newton '98 (prior to his al-
lergic reaction at the Bistro),
Alex Cukor '00, Ned Rauch '98,
Matt Dickey '99, Brian Depesa
(from the chem department),
Gabe Berezin '98, Mike Jaffe '00,
Mike Diamond '99, Kurthan
Onalp '00, Regan Rowan '99,
Andy Starr '01, the Marvelous
Matt Morse '98, John Walston
'98, and Kenyon Murphy '00.
The event, which was coordi-
nated by Black, Gauthier, and
Harris, proved to be largely suc-
cessful. All proceeds from
Acousticfest (as well as the up-
coming Acousticfest CD) will
be donated to St. Jude's
Children's Hospital, which ben-
efits children who are unable to
pay for chemotherapy. Here's a
sample of how some members
of the Trinity community felt
about the event:
Terry Black felt that everyone
stepped up to a great perfor-
mance level despite organiza-
tional difficulties and was
pleased that everyone there had
Chris Gauthier was pleased
with the outcome of the event.
He felt that the mellow crowd
and good live music set
Acousticfest apart from other
STUDY IN
ZIMBABWE
COURSES IN WOMEN'S STUDIES,
HISTORY, RELIGION & MORE
IN SOUTHERN AfRICA




Acousticfest performers Jaffe and Berezin SARAH BETTENCOURT
rehearse for another event.
events at the Party Barn. Jeff
Harris said the event far ex-
ceeded his expectations. "It's
been great to see it grow from a
small event in the Cave to the
Vernon Social Center...it's not
strictly about the music, but
also about getting together with
friends."
Sarah Bettencourt '98 went to
see "Lo Cat," a band consisting
of Berezin, Jaffe, and Rauch.
"They were awesome; it was re-
ally exciting when Jaffe played
the balofone [instrument from
Mali in West Africa], Von
Hardenburg's violin piece was
also wonderful." Her only com-
plaint was that although the
evening was supposed to be en-
tirely acoustic, several perform-
ers disrupted the otherwise
mellow air with the jarring
sounds of electric instruments.
Sarah also found the Test to be
a nice weekend alternative.
Sara, Mecin '00 r enjoyed
W g ^ & M ; b t f l t t h W tg
of the show needed "less heart
and more soul." Sara was also
impressed by von Hardenburg
and Onalp's drumming, but
otherwise felt that "vocalists
weren't strong enough and the
background music was over-
powering. There was a lot of in-
strumental skill but, unfortu-
nately, the vocals were not at the
same level."
John Brigham '00 thought the
'Fest showcased Trinity talent
and offered an alternative to the
usual weekend party scene, as
well as funding a good cause. He
noted that it was unfortunate
there wasn't a larger audience.
Performer Karen von
Hardenburg said the 'Fest was
a "nice, laid-back way to spend
an evening. The groups and the
music were good, and I had a
blast performing. The audience
was very responsive, and I felt
absolutely no pressure."
Another student especially
enjoyed "Crash," despite the ob-
vious emulation of Dave
Matthews (which was very on
target). He also liked the cover
of BareNaked Ladies' "What a
Good Boy," which the singer re-
vitalized with his own style. He
felt that it was nice to attend a
•' parry 'trial? 'yotpattlfrt rtaVefto
drink at to have fun and to like."
However, he noted that the
Party Barn acoustics and sound
system "weren't up to snuff" for
this type of performance.
It seems like the Acousticfest
has become an anticipated
event. Good luck next year!
S, Jaffe
continued from page 10
thought a great deal about an
aunt who had committed sui-
cide. The series of monologes
that she wrote based on her
aunt's death have evolved into
her thesis play.
Sara enjoys the performance
aspect of her thesis because it is
the one opportunity Trinity stu-
dents get to fully produce their
own show. Her play, Listening,
revolves around Thanksgiving
as a time when an entire family
can come together. During re-
hearsals, she and her cast ex-
plored family dynamics during
these gatherings andhow death
affects them as they search for a
solution. In Listening, even cop-
ing isn't a answer.
Sara believes that her play
will be open to interpretation
and that different people who
have read it or seen it have their
own perspectives on it. She
hopes that everyone will be able -
to gain something from her play
One of her biggest challenges
was being both playwright and
director. Because she is both, she
began rehearsals with a specific
vision in her mind. Although
Sara admits to being a perfec-
tionist, she knows that the re-
sult we will see on stage will not
be a carbon copy of what she
has envisioned. This fact has
been one of the hardest realities
that she has had to accept.
Sara's plans for the future in-
clude theatrical, television, or
film casting in either New York
or D.C. "My biggest passion is
probably directing," Sara says,
which is why she is interested
in casting. She believes that she
has "an eye for talent" and for
who would best fit a character.
Sara also plans to continue
writing for plays and other per-
formances. She is grateful to
Trinity and the Theater and
Dance department for an op-
portunity to show her work.
Car bone 11
continued from page 10
by her dance teachers in India
and will be delivered in their
original form. The third and fi-
nal piece entitled "Spiral" is an
original performance choreo-
graphed and danced by Serena,
who describes this dance as a
synthesis of East and West. The
piece charts the personal emo-
tional journey she has experi-
enced over the course of the past
few years. Incorporating move-
ment representative of herper-
sonal growth and regrowth, this
piece resolves the cyclical jour-
ney in a resulting peace and
happiness Serena has finally
achieved.
This short program will be
performed Tuesday and Thurs-
day at 9 PM in Garmany Hall at
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Red Veggie Design $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh toma-
toes, etc.
White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozza-
rella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.
Cajun Shrimp P i e . . . . . . $10.00 /15.00 /29.50
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.
Max's Preferred . . . . . . . . $8.50/13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.
Hot for the Heart $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527
Topping ....$ .50 Sides & Salads
Topping ....$1.00 Maricoppi Bread ... . $ 3.50
T o p p i n g . . . $ 2 . 5 0 ^ large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Chef Salad $6.00
Greek Salad $ 6.00
Tuna Salad $ 6.00
Antipasto $ 6.00
Tossed Salad , . $4.00
Deep Spinach Pie Pizza . $10.00 / 13.50
An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.
Specialties
Spaghetti w/meatbalL sausage, shrimp $7.50
Shells w/meatbalL sausage, shrimp $7.50
Ravioli . . . . . . . $6.50
Stuffed Shells. ..$6.50
Manicotti. $6.50
Lasagna . . . . . . . . . . . $7.50
Chicken Parmesan .$7.50
Calzone .$6:00
Fettuccine A l f r e d o . . . . . . , ..$6.95
Garden Pasta ..$6.95
Beef and Peppers '. . $7.50
Steak on a Stick .$7.50
Subs & Grinders
B L T . . . . .
Mea tba l l
C o o k e d Sa lami
G e n o a Sa lami
Pepperon i •
T u n a . .
H a m & C h e e s e
Sausage






T u r k e y & B a c o n
C h i c k e n P a r m i g i a n a . . . . . . . . . .
P a s t r a m i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .V.
S t e a k & Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . .










































5.00 Plenty for two!
Seafood And Chicken
Pasta Monterey. .. ,$7.95
Max's Pasta Alexandria . $7.95
Shrimp and Scallop Scampi. .$8.50
Shrimp on a stick. . .$7.50
Cajun Barbecued Shrimp .$7.95
Linguine Mediterranean ,. . . . . . . . . . . .$6.95
Oriental Chicken Mazen . . . . . . ..$7.50
Blackened Chicken. $7.50
[• 2 Large Pizzas
. Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl.
278-4334
] Gyro
I 1 can soda + bag chips
i $5.00 tax incl.
1 278-4334
1 1
Large Pizza [ j Small Pizza i
Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter sodaj 1 Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda i i
Only $10 tax incl. • I Only $7 tax incl. ', *
278-4334 | 278-4334 j
Buy Large Pizza [ j FREE can soda [
| With C h e e s e g j & Garlic Bread-.. g j
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE fl \ with A n y Sa lad | |
278-4334 g g 278-4334 | |
bi iBin una mui mm ira >«-» -TB ma mm IL9 I I sins ami a n m nmn am mam nmn BUS mm aJf I
Any Calzone
Cheese + 1 Topping
1 $5.50 tax incl.
278-4334
L
p Y i ^ - i —nm M i l i i nVbii JUIL
2 Whole Grinders
1 Only $10.95 tax incl.
1 278-4334
I
 wmi mm mm ami
Call in Your Order -- Free delivery from 11 a.m. -,3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. - Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Around
Trinity
April Fool's! We Know Who Your
Boyfriend Is!
Upon coining back from Spring
Break, we were faced with the prospect
of April Fool's jokes. One of the best AT
has seen occurred in the elevator of
High Rise Dormitory where one fe-
male resident had her entire bookshelf
placed in it, with pictures and books
arranged in a neat array. Perhaps AT's
most favorite picture was the one of
her boyfriend posing on the beach
with the moonlight shining off the
stars in his eyes. Was it on this picture
that someone's panties were placed,
with their name written on them?
Who says only rock stars get this form
of flattery?
Getting Trashed, Again.
Well, it looks like not just us Trin
kids seem to be getting trashed these
days. Early on in the weekend, a
dumpster was overturned onto cars
parked in the High Rise Dormitory
Parking Lot. One student demanded
payment for repair, as well as a vehicle
to use while her car was in the shop.
Perhaps she should receive a Campus
shuttle, or maybe even a Campus Safety
vehicle? Or you know what, she can
take AT's car because she certainly de-
serves it. Lady, you parked illegally
next to the dumpster. It sucks, but I bet
you'll be okay in the end. Take your
money and tun. Becauseyou doii't
have any thing to drive a way in, now do
you?
Stop! They Stole Our Pinata! And
They Didn't Sign Up For Interviews!
Who says that we can't develop a
career without a degree? Apparently a
group of junior girls made their stake
in a profession at Monday's Carnival
Careerfest in the Washington Room.
No, they did not sign up to meet with
any of the representatives. No, they
didn't browse through the different
booths set up. They went in, they got
some popcorn, and they left with a
piflata, hidden under one of the girl's
jackets. Well, I guess we all know what
profession they will be going into upon
their graduation, now don't we?
Days Of Your Lives
Oh, but they say that these may be
our glory days. And for the senior class,
the glory days seem to be rapidly com-
ing to a close. Therefore AT was not sur-
prised to see some members of the
senior class put on real, or make-shift
jerseys, to spend the night away in
HamlinonSaturday night. Oh,thedays
will get shorter and the times will go
by faster. So live it up boys, because you
won't be the big shots you think you
are, next year. Or maybe you will be
when you return to coach, or perhaps,
to graduate.
Cuckoo For Coco Puffs
Well, who says the Trinity girl
doesn't eat? AT was at Late Night on Sat-
urday night, where two junior girls ap-
parently broke into the secret stash of
Sunday brunch's cereal. Innocent vic-
tims, beware. AT says these two Ama-
zon women pegging each and every
person who managed to pass them by.
But before the stash was emptied, AT
did witness these fine marksmen tip
the bag up, and pour the rest of the
Coco Puffs into their hungry, little
mouths. Fat girls beware!
LECTURES
Wednesday, April 8 1:15 PM
"Do Krishnas on the Streets Send the People to
Church? The Case of New Religious Diversity in
Russia" by Jerry Pankhurst of Wittenberg Univer-
sity. This lecture will be held in Room 131 of the
Life Sciences Center.
Thursday, April 9 7:00 PM
Presentations by Trinity College students se-
lected from those enrolled in the independent
study, "Decolonization," or related courses. Part
of the lecture series, "Decolonization: Painful
Transitions in the Cold War Period." This spe-
cial student presentation will be held in Hamlin
Hall.
Thursday, April 9 7:00 PM
The Philosophy Department is sponsoring a
lecture entitled, "The Predicament of Self-Iden-
tity of Chia Pao-yu" by Professor Meng Wang,
Presidential Fellow of 1998. Professor Meng Wang
is one of the most distinguished writers in mod-
ern China and the former minister of the Depart-
ment of Culture of China. This lecture will be
presented in McCook 201.
Friday, April 10 3:00 PM
The Physics Department is sponsoring a lecture
entitled "A Consistent Quantum Theory of the
Universe" by Prof. Ron Mallet of the University
of Connecticut. This lecture will be presented in
McCook 201.
Monday, April 13 4:00 PM
Prof, of Humanities Berel Lang presents a lec-
ture entitled "Individual vs. Group Rights: Theo-
ries of the Self in Conflict" as part of the
"Individual and Group Rights: The Search for Jus-
tice" lecture series. This lecture will be presented
in the Faculty Club at Hamlin Hall.
Tuesday, April 14 ,„,
Prof. Mark Taylor of Williams College presents
a lecture entitled, "Electrifying Learning, the sixth
lecture of the "Learning the Future: The Future of
Learning" series of lectures and discussions spon-
sored by the Center for Collaborative Teaching
and Research. This lecture will be presented in
McCook Auditorium.
Senior Thesis Performances
Theater and Dance Seniors will be showcased
in this annual presentation of their theses- an
eclectic and interesting array of performances
addressing issues and images ranging from sui-
cide to healing and the soul. All performances
are free.
April7&9 7:00 PM Sarajaffe
9:00 PM Serena Carbonell
April 6 & 8 8:00 PM Therelza Wa tson
Above performances in Garmany Hall
April 19 2:00 PM Christina Tsoules
Above performance on the Quad
The Yale Klezmer Band
The Yale Klezmer Band will be sharing its con-
tagious music with the Charter Oak Cultural
Center audience Thursday, April 9,1998 at 7:30
PM. The first appearance of this lively Jewish
Ensemble in Connecticut's oldest synagogue is
part of the Connecticut Heritage Music Series.
This series features traditional music of artists
living in Connecticut. Tickets are $5 general ad-
mission, $3 for Charter Oak Cultural Center
members, Institute for Community Research
members, seniors and students with I.D. The
Charter Oak Cultural Center is located at 21
Charter Oak Avenue in Hartford. Call 249-1207
for more information.
Funk Fest
ACPD presents the Funk Fest, featuring Maceo
Parker, Fishbone, and Five Fingers of Funk. These
performances will be held at the LeFrak Gym-
nasium of Amherst College in Amherst, Massa-
chusetts on Saturday, April 18 beginning at 7:00
PM. Tickets cost $14 with Amherst ID., $19 gen-
eral admission. Get your tickets in advance by
calling Protix at (860) 422-0000.
Sonic Youth
MassCbncerts presents Sonic Youth, perform-
ing at the John M. Greene Hall of Smith College
at Northampton, Massachusetts. This perfor-
mance will be held on Friday, April 24, with doors
opening at 8:00 PM. Tickets are $15.50 in advance,
$16.50 the day of. Get your tickets in advance by
calling Protix at (860) 422-0000.
CINESTUDIO
DECONSTRUCTING HARRY 7:30 PMWed.-Satv April 8-11
Sat, April 11 2:30 PM
(1997) Written and directed by Woody Allen. Cinematography by Carlo Di Palma. Cast: Woody Allen, Caroline
Aaron, Kirstie Alley, Bob Balaban, Hazelle Goodman, Judy Davis, Mariel Hemingway. Perhaps inspired by the trauma
of seeing his personal life become fodder for the tabloids, Woody Allen has created a scathingly frank movie that
takes him in a new direction. Some of the surprises are an edgier cinematic style, lots of dirty talk, and a return to a
more specifically Jewish humor (including a hilarious barmitzvah with a Star Wars theme). Allen plays a writer
who finds himself under attack from his ex-wives and current flames, all of whom accuse him of using the meat of
their relationships to feed his insatiable literary imagination. He is also reproached by his own personal devil (Billy
Crystal), who reminds him "We both started out wanting to be Kafka. You got slightly closer." 95 min,
DON'T LOOK BACK Fri. & Sat, April 10&11 9:35 PM
(1967) Directed by D,A. Pennebaker. With: Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, Allen Ginsberg, Donovan, Marianne Faithfull.
Once upon a time there were audiences who considered rock and roll to be a sell-out..,songwriters who took their
inspiration from Arthur Rimbaud...and music that scared the hell out of the government with its talk of revolu-
tion. 1967 was one of those times, and Bob-Dylan was one of those artists whose songs spoke to people's aspirations
for freedom around the world. Luckily; Dylan's tour of England is not just a memory, but was preserved by docu-
mentarian D. A. Pennebaker. Defining hipness for a generation (and beyond), Dylan gives electrifying performances
of his best music, while poking fun at the pretensions of everyone around him, from BBC reporters to hippies. Don't
miss this brand new print at Cinestudio! 96 min.
THE TANGO LESSON 2:30 PMSun., April 12
Sun.-Tues., April 12-14 7:30 PM
(Britain/France, 1997) Written and directed by Sally Potter. Cast: Sally Potter, Pablo Veron, Carlos Copello, Olga
Besio. Director Sally Potter (Orlando) stars in her new movie about the often-conflicting demands in a woman's life,
from art to personal evolution to romance. She plays a filmmaker who is feeling the strain of writer's block and the
heavy hand of Hollywood producers. Searching for a new direction, she moves to Paris and takes up tango lessons,
quickly developing a passion for her charismatic instructor (Pablo Veron), and for this most sensuous of dances. The
two strong-willed artists begin a stormy affair, leaving no question that dancing the tango can unlock desire in even
the most well-protected heart. "The duel between Potter and Veron is all the more fascinating because it is about the
wisdom of passion, rather than the temptation," Roger Ebert. Chicago Sun-Times. lOl.min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McUorris
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The Battle of Chile
The Latin .American and Spanish Film Series
is proud to announce an extraordinary film event
a special screening of the entire trilogy of The
Battle of Chile by Patrick) Guzman. A master-
piece of Third World cinema, this now-legend-
ary documentary captured, as it happened, the
turbulent history of Chile in the 1970s. The In-
surrection of the Bourgeoisie (Part 1) is a dramatic
expose of the wealthy right-wing minority, and
their attempts to unseat the government of
Allende. The Coup d'Etat (Part 2) is a powerful
witness to the brutality of the army's first at-
tempted grab for power. The Power of the People
(Part 3) is more hopeful as it follows the positive
developments of the Popular Unity era. Don't
miss what may be a one-time opportunity to see
an essential record of democracy under siege in
Latin America. This film will be shown in
McCook Auditorium at 6::30 PM on Wednesday,
April 8. Speaker for the film will be Gustavo
Rerhedi, Professor of Modern Languages at Trin-
ity College. Note: This film will last until 10:30
PM and includes 2 intermissions; coffee and re-
freshments will be served.
Student Art Exhibit
Beginning Monday, March 30, Trinity College
presents the Annual Exhibition of artwork by
students enrolled in Trinity College's Studio Arts
Program. Art will be presented in the Widener
Gallery of Austin Arts Center, This exhibition
will run till April 17.
Senior Art Exhibition
Trinity College presents an exhibition of art-
work by Trinity College Studio Arts Seniors Lana-
Marcelle Abraham, Mark Chaf fee, Amalie Flynn,
Jennifer Gunkel, Jennifer Martinelli, Alexander
Peck, Nicole Thayer and Karen Salerno. The
opening reception will be held at the Widener
Galleiyon MondavApril20at430PM. Ajdmis-.
munity are encourged to attend. This exhibition
will run till May 8.
Contra Dance
Join in Contra Dance on Friday, April 10 from
8-11 PM at the Wethersfield Grange Hall, 136
Main Street, Wethersfield CT. Jim Gregory call-
ing, with music by Sweet Honey and the Ralph.
There will be a workshop at 7:30. Admission is
$8 (half price for students wit ID. and first-time
beginners). No partner needed, all dances taught,
beginners welcome. Call (860) 666-2124 for more
information.
Hillel Events
Wednesday, April 8: Professor Jonathan Elukin,"The
Real Story Behind the Exodus". Terrace Room B, 11:45
AM-115 PM. Funded by The Soref Initiative for Emerg-
ing Campuses of Hillel: The Foundation for Jewish
Campus Life.
Friday, April 10: First Passover Seder
Saturday, April 11: Second Passover Seder
Tuesday, April 14: Freedom Seder, Hamlin
Hall, 5-7 PM. RSVPtox2280.
Class of 98 Reward Yourselves!
The GM College Grad Program offers eligible
grads a $400 gift certificate good toward the pur-
chase or lease of any new Chevrolet, Pontiac, or
GMC vehicle, when they qualify and finance
through a participating Chevrolet, Pontiac, or
GMC dealer and GMAC. To participate in the
GM College Grad Program eligible students
should call (800) 964-GRAD or visit
www.gmgrad.com to receive their $400 certifi-
cate and a complete program guide.
Project Vote Smart
. Trinity College students are eligible for schol-
arships to work as national interns with Project
Vote Smart during the 1998 election year. Interns
will devote ten weeks interviewing over 13,000
congressional candidates and working with re-
porters and editors covering federal and state
campaigns. Trinity students who are interested
l a r t web site at www.vote-
smart.org or call the Voters' Research Hotline
800-622-SMART for more information.
Showcase Cinema- 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, April 9
Prices $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 568- 8810








As Good As It Gets (PG-13) •




The Man In The Iron Mask (PG-13)
Ride(R) 2 screens
7:35PM
12:05 PM, 2:10 PM, 4:35 PM
12:25 PM, 2:20 PM, 4:10 PM, 6:30 PM, 7:55 PM, 10:15 PM, 11:30 PM
12:30 PM, 2:50,PM, 5:10 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:35 PM
12:00 PM
12:45 PM, 3:55 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:30 PM
1:20 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:20 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:20 AM
1:15 PM, 4:15 PM, 7:25 M, 10:05 PM, 12:30 AM '
12:50 PM, 3:50 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:50 PM
12:00 PM, 2:25 PM, 4:40 PM, 7:50 PM, 10:20 PM, 12:40 AM
12:10 PM, 2:30 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:45 PM, 11:10 PM
12:15 PM, 2:40 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:30 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:10 PM
12:40 PM, 3:40 PM, 6:55 PM, 9:40 PM, 12:15 AM
12:55 PM, 3:45 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:55 PM, 12:25 AM
12:10 PM, 2:05 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:15 PM
9:15 PM, 9:45 PM, 11:15 PM, 11:45 PM
Newington Theater- 40 Cedar Street in Newington
Times are valid through Thursday, April 9
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information, call (860) 666-8489
The Wedding Singer (PG-13)
The Big Lebowski (R)
7:10 PM
7:00 PM
Elm Theater- New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
Times are valid through Thursday, April 9
Prices: $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820
The Wedding Singer (PG-13)
The Big Lebowski (R)
7:15 PM, 9:30 PM




9:00 PM Come see the Bookhouse Boys
perform foot stompin' jazz in
the Bistro.
10:00 PM Favorite Flick Nite
Come see Boogie Nights
• in the Cave
Thursday, April 9
7:00 PM Sexual Awareness Week
"Take Back the Night Rally"
The Cave Patio
9:30 PM The Trinity Pipes will be per-
forming with other visiting
groups at the Bistro.
Friday, April 10
8:00 PM Reggae Soca Fete- followed by
late night J'ouvest Parade
Vernon Center
$ at door; Alt. Bev., I.D. Req
•• 10:00 PM "AIDS Quilt Benefit
The Cave
$ at door; Alt. Bev., I.D. Req.
Saturday, April 11
10:00 PM Lower Longwalk Society
"Boxer Rebellion"
Party Barn















Free T-Shirt + $1000
Credit Card fund-raisers for fraternities,
sororities, and other groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to $1000 by earning
$5.00/VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive.FREE T-SHIRT.
Excellent Extra Income Now!
ENVELOPE STUFFING- $600-$800 every
week. Free details, SASEto:
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230
HELP WANTED.....Men/Women earn $375
weekly pressing/assembling Medical I.D. Cards
at home. Immediate openings, your local area.
Experience unnecessary, will train.
Call Medicard at (541) 386-5290 Ext. 118M
Miami only $79 o.w. Mexico/Caribbean
or Central America $200 r.t;
Europe $179 o.w. Other world wide destinations
cheap. ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU THERE
CHEAPER! Air Tech (212) 219-7000.
www.airtech.com or ermail to: fly@airtech.com
Part-Time Teaching Positions
Flexible part-time teaching positions available.
Individual & small group. Immediate.need for
Mandarin, French, Spanish, Brazilian,Portuguese,
Japanese, ESL, German, and Italian. Fax resume
to K. LaBfie @ (860) 561-7250.
Free Cash Grants!
College. Scholarships. Business. Medical Bills. Never
Repay. Toll Free 11-800-218-9000 Ext. G-15364.
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Do our bulletin boards paint
an accurate picture of what a
Trinity student wants and
needs? Are those wants and
needs indicative of our collec-
tive consciousness? Take more
thana passingglanceatthe bul-
letin boards in Mather Hall and
see if you can find a pattern.
KRS-One (Kris Parker), a fa-
mous hip-hop musician, gave a
lecture at Trinity on Saturday
afternoon addressing the place
of hip-hop culture within
American society. He pointed
out that hip-hop culture, de-
spite once being deemed the
product of cultural "trash,"
turned into a billion dollar in-
dustry relatively overnight.
This got me thinking about
who is in charge of making my
shopping list.
Who influences the things I
buy? Parker was quick to dis-
prove the popular myth of a fat
white guy with a cigar in his
mouth and a little name tag that
says "the man" who controls the
whole world. But if this carica-
ture is not the mastermind of all
consciousness, then who or
what is?
Parker looks no further than
the people. He believes that hip-
hop culture began in the 1970s
when culturally oppressed
peoples in New York City were
given the chance to interact and
voice their opinions through a
complex structure of expres-
sion. This art of expression
caught on and now we have
Puff Daddy ubiquity, baggy
jeans, DJ's, dance clubs, Tommy
Hilfiger, and a million other
forms of "stuff" that hip-hop-
culture has generated.
Think of all the "stuff" that
students at Trinity have helped
to generate. There are a number
of major corporations out there
which spend millions of dollars
a year on guessing where we are
willing to spend our money.
J.Crew probably doesn't put a
pile of catalogues in the mail
rooms of the junior college not
even a mile from our campus.
Study abroad programs don't
hang their posters at schools at-
tended by students that can't






This year the Decolonization
series concentrate primarily on
the histories of certain nations
that have gained independence
through their respected
struggles. The histories have
varied from the decolonization
of Africa during the 60s, the
decolonizing of Latin America
taking place sporadically
throughout the latter part of
this century, and Britain's with-
drawal from Palestine.
Last Thursday, Dr. Clinton
Bailey, Visiting Professor of Po-
litical Science, along with Dean
Baker, brought the decol-
onization series into modernity.
Bailey, who is also on the faculty
at Jerusalem University, dis-
cussed the dynamics of how the
world had come to the Oslo Ac-
cords. The Oslo Accords was a
milestone in the history of the
land once called Palestine.
After almost 50 years of
Israel's establishment, peace on
some level was achieved. How-
ever, Bailey insightfully told us
that the Oslo Accords are not as
"peaceful" as may have been
thought. With Hamas and the
PLO constantly putting pres-
sure on the Israeli Government,
including terrorist attacks, Is-
rael has to be extremely careful
not to give up land too easily.
Present day Israel is therefore
still an area of much confusion
and schizophrenic national
identity. People are not really
sure of what cognitive model
they want. Long gone are the
days of Zionism, where the
goals were obvious and attain-
able.
However, since Zionism
achieved its goal of the estab-
lishment o( Israel, the political
goals within Israel have been
ambiguous and conflicting. In
fact, ever since Israel's creation,
the majorities of election victo-
ries have only come with mar-
gins of 1% or 2%. This
demonstrates that decol-
onization can have "civil war"
side effects.
Israel now possibly faces an
unparalleled event of a further
decolonization. With the Oslo
Accords having so many incon-
clusive dogmas, the Palestinians
are still adamant about a certain
diaspora back to their land.
Thus, decolonization of Israel
may take place. It is absurd that
a nation only 50 years old has
already reached the possibility
of yet another political frag-
mentation of the land.
Bailey, neutral in his advoca-
cies for the future, hinted that
Israel would be a politically un-
rest area for a while. With this
hint, together with the schizo-
phrenic nature of the people
who live there, Israel faces
much more confusion. Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
has only a slight majority. If he
decides to give up the West
Spring break flyers are every-
where. They are also very re-
vealing in terms of displaying
what college kids apparently
desire. One ad claims to provide
"21 hours of free drinks" in bold
type over a picture of a gargan-
tuan greasy man with slicked
back hair, sunglasses and a
killer tan. The same theme per-
vades all of the spring break
ads: more sex, more alcohol, for
less money. Is this an accurate
portrayal of the desires of Trin-
ity students?
Have you ever been violently
woken out of bed on a Saturday
morning by a credit card com-
pany that refuses to let you
hang up the phone? Have you
ever been seduced into signing
a piece of paper outside the Cave
in exchange for an AT&T T-
shirt? Have you ever subscribed
to the on-campus delivery of
The New York Times for a low,
low price?
These are all gigantic corpo-
rations that have made a con-
scious choice in targeting
Trinity students to sell their
products. Their ultimate motive
is no doubt the almighty dollar,
but how did they choose Trin-
ity over other schools that fall
under a different stereotype?
Even local merchants who
set up camp outside of the Cave,
like that nice Irish guy who sold
me a bumper sticker last semes-
ter, have made a conscious deci-
sion to come to Trinity based on
assumptions about the needs
and wants of the students here.
Why do we only get jewelry and
clothing and posters? Why
doesn't Guns and Ammo maga-
zine try to solicit subscribers at
Trinity?
Defining a collective con-
sciousness is by no means an
easy or even possible task. The
process requires one to ignore
all voices that are not indicative
of the majority. However, I think
that being aware of the deci-
sions we make, as well as the
decisions other people would
like us to make, is a key element
in understanding what we, as
Trinity students, are all about.
At the end of the day I am not
going to change my ways se-
verely, and neither are you. 1 like
my J-Crew sweater, I went to
Day tona Beach for spring break,
and I could always use another
T-shirt.
• But I try to make it my busi-
ness to know when someone is
manipulating my place in soci-
ety. And as G.I.Joe says, "Know-
ing is half the battle."
PIRG's 14th Annual
Hunger Clean up
only attempt to imagine the
cognition of the inhabitants.
Continuing with contempo-
rary issues, Dean Raymond
Baker spoke on the topic of the
retrieval of Islam with modern-
ization. The U.S., being respon-
sible for much of the
modernization process, has in-
tegral connections with Islam's
retrieval. Concentrating on
Egypt, Dean Baker, also a Profes-
sor at Cairo University, in-
formed us of the potential
migration influx by the Egyp-
tian youth. With a bad
economy, high unemployment
see Culture on page eighteen
Bv jo ANN KESTER
Features Writer
Students at Trinity were part




nized the 14th Annual Hunger
Cleanup. Students were spon-
sored for three hours of commu-
nity serviceat local hunger and
homelessness relief organiza-
tions. They cleaned walls,
sorted food, did yard work and
other activities at local shelters.
President Dobelle came to the
kickoff to thank and acknowl-
edged the participants. Dobelle
also agreed to match half of the
nearly $2000 students raised.
50% of funds raised from the
Hunger Cleanup will support
My Sister's Place (a women's
shelter in Hartford), 35 % goes to
the National Student Campaign
Against Hunger and
Homelessness, the group that
involved nearly 200 colleges in
this Hunger Clean up and mo-
bilizes and educates students all
year long, and 15% goes to inter-
national projects. Thanks to
members of SGA, Crow,
Lambda, Community Out-
reach, Praxis, Pipes, and other
volunteers for participating.




spent last summer teaching sci-
ence in the Brong Afaho region
of Ghana, West Africa. While
he became fascinated by the
children he taught, he was dis-
traught by the intolerable con-
ditions for education.
Mattison's experience led
him to form For One World, a
non-profit organization which
seeks to raise Ghana's standard
of education through the sale of
African crafts.
. Initially, For One World set
out to provide the
Okuapemman School for the
Blind in Accra with materials
necessary for teaching. Over
the course of seven months,
Mattison and five fellow class-
mates successfully shipped do-
nated braille books, tape
players, and educational tapes
across the Atlantic.
"Our first "effort was very re-
warding and really got this or-
ganization started," Mattison
says, "recently we have ex-
panded our initiatives. We now
want to raise money for the con-
struction of a free kindergarten
in the town of Techiman."
Techiman is a town histori-
cally characterized by both
prosperous trading and vast
overpopulation. Its 80,000 in-
habitants have created a sub-
stantial need for quality
education. Due to overcrowding
in the Techiman public schools
many children, especially the
younger ones, are not accepted
into the system.
"What makes matters even
worse" Mattison explains, "are
the conditions for the children
who do receive education."
Groups of seventy or more stu-
dents, all different ages and
abilities, are crammed into a
single classroom.
They are forced to use inaccu-
rate and poorly written govern-
ment texts and emphasize
memorization over individual
Stud1 ntb cmbi i i i i «ffor Is to help on ci rj!< bill k:vc|
thinking. In order for effective
education to be offered, condi-
tions need to change.
As a result, For One World is
funding the development of a
free and independently run
kindergarten for the children
with the most need. "Our school
will employ three qualified
teachers, to instruct 25 children
in a donated building," says
Lauren Canter '99, director of
public relations. "It will stress
creativity, develop fundamental
learning skills, and provide a
first world education for its par-
ticipants."
"Ideally," adds Mattison, "it
11 do more than
ange the education of
students a year. We
pe that it will serve as
example for other
nilar projects."
In order to raise
aney for this project,
ittison decided to im-
>rt African crafts and
1 them on the Internet.
:vin Thompson '99 and
llanova Alan Lambe
) combined their tal-
ts to create a web page
rough which buyers
n view and purchase
sse unique crafts.
"The idea here is to let
e people of Techiman
nelp themselves," says
Mattison, "they do all the work,
we just provide them with a
market for their talent."
For One World continues to
look for support from the Trin-
ity community.
For more information, refer to
their web site at www.
webtoad.com/41world.
1
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Look, Smile, and Don't Forget To Catch His Eye
Different Ways We Greet Each Other Passing By On The Long Walk
BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI
Features Editor
It's a transition period all across cam-
pus right now. March has come and
gone, and if you look at the calendar, less
than a month is left of classes. On top of
this final crunch time, we are faced with
finalizing summer plans as well as
thinking ahead to next fall. Where are
we going to live, what will our major be,
what classes will we take? It seems that
the "real world" approaches closer and
closer every day that passes by, and be-
fore we know it, we will have to apply
what we learned here in Hartford to the
world outside the gates.
We practice our people skills on a
daily basis. It may be a small school, but
I guarantee that by the time you gradu-
ate you may only know half of the stu-
dent body. Walking down the Long
Walk, our "main pedestrian thorough-
fare," brings us past many friends, many
acquaintances, and many people we
wish we didn't have to see. For the most
part, a quick hello is sufficient. Yet it is
the manner in which this is done that
trains us (in one aspect) for the real world
where propriety seems to be the name
of the game.
For example, there's the nod. I see this
done quite often. You approach that per-
son you sort of know and as you're about
to open your mouth for a quick hello, af-
ter staring at the ground until you two
are close enough to acknowledge each
other, he gives you "the nod." Quick, and
to the point, your "hello" now seems un-
necessary. You have been acknowledged
in a way other than dialogue, with brief
eye contact and perhaps a slight smile.
cient way to say "hello to someone you
don't know very well, someone whose
name perhaps you forgot, most required
when you have food in your mouth
which would prevent any form of talk-
ing. Then again, it does place an air of
superiority upon the person who. per-
forms "the nod," making the receiver of
this greeting perhaps a bit put off by this
lack of verbal communication.' For ex-
ample, you may think that the nodder
thinks he is above you.
Then there is the look away, look back
approach. Let's face it. The most awk-
ward part about saying hello to someone
on the Long Walk is not the actual greet-
ing, but the amount of time that passes
from the point in which you both notice
each other, to the point in which you
both acknowledge each other. So you're
in front of Jarvis heading towards
Mather, and you see him approaching in
front of Northam. A good five seconds
must pass before you are in closeear shot
to him. You could either stare at him the
entire way, perhaps making him feel ei-
ther a bit self-conscious or a bit special,
or you could find an absolute remarkable
interest in the architecture of the dorms.
You look away, for a few seconds, then
look back. He is within range, you say
hello and give a little smile, and then he
is gone. Situation solved. However if he
is not a look away, look back type of guy,
he may know exactly what you're doing
and find a little amusement in your
uncomfortableness with him. He may be
a little flattered that you are a bit intimi-
dated by him if you are a girl. Or he
might just laugh a little when he says
hello, knowing that you know-that he
knows what you just did.
hello to. If you can't be an athlete, be an
athletic supporter, no matter where you
are and what the situation may be.
But these greeting methods are usu-
ally affective when you aFe alone, and so
is he. There will be those times when you
are alone, and you approach a group of
people in which there may be only one
person that you vaguely know. This is
serious. If you opt not to say hello, you
may look and feel stupid for being so in-
timidated by this group of people. If you
How would you say hi to these girls?
If you're lucky, you will have some-
thing readable in your hands that will
require your utmost attention and con-
centration for those five seconds of ap-
proach. This is the prop method. It could
be a test you were just handed back, some
mail you just received, perhaps a copy of
The Tripod, or maybe the jacket to a
movie. Anything with words that it in
your hands will work for this method.
before you know it, the greeting ex-
change can be made. You'll look studi-
ous—and as well all know, that's what
guys look for in girls, anyway. This is an
effective method, because you are actu-
ally doing something which requires
your attention, so he can't think you're
trying to ease the embarrassment of a
hello. Just make sure the words are right
side up.
Once Spring comes back to us, the
Quad will be our savior. This is a combi-
nation of the look away, look back ap-
proach and the prop method. It'is the
saved by Softball greeting. You both are
looking onto an exciting intramural
Softball game in which whether ornot
you know the athletes playing is not im-
portant; It is like the World Series, as
deserving of your attention as it is sav-
ing you from the awkwardness. Hope-
fully a hit will occur in those five
seconds, distracting your eyesight from
him to it. And if not, the players usually
are amusing in their own right, and
watching their antics is not such a
strange thing for a person to do. You flat-
ter them, you avoid a bad greeting, and
you share the bond of spectatorship with
the person you eventually give a quick
FILE PHOTO
opt to say hello, and he doesn't know
who you are thus not returning the greet-
ing, you may look and feel stupid even
more. Usually a little smile works best
in this situation. Smiles are taken as a
pleasant sign of recognition or apprecia-
tion. Make fun of the girl for who she is,
but don't make fun of the girl for smil-
ing at your group when you walk by her.
Or as Marisa Guastaferro '99 says,"if I'm
.alone walking past.a groupof people, I'll
either flip them the bird or moon them."
Some methods are better than others.
However, when the roles are reversed
and you now have friends walking with
you, greetings are given left and right.
You have the support of people you are
comfortable with. You are not alone in
Mather for lunch with a tray and no one
to sit with on your first day freshmen
year. In this situation to the approach-
ing person or persons, Kate Leonard '99
would very easily say, "Hey," knowing
that she had the support of those who
cared about her, around her.
The best greeting situation would be
a group of them approaching a group of
you. Everyone smiles, they say "Hello,
girls," you may say "Hello, boys" and all
is solved without any sort of distraction
necessary for those five seconds because
you are both in the middle of two sepa-
rate conversations. And isn't it a won-
derful thing to pay attention to what
your friend is saying rather than the
gothic architecture of Jarvis? Or the con-
struction being done on Northam?
Which is, by the way, another great point
of interest in the look away, look back
approach. Maura Howley '99 offers the
idea of drawing attention on someone
else in your group to ease the five seconds
of awkwardness. She says, "I would ask,
in a loud voice, if one my roommates or
friends farted." Not all Trinity girls are
about drawing attention to themselves,
as we see in this selfless example.
People skills are acquired throughout
our experiences in life no matter where
we are. This is just one example of the
learning that is done on campus, outside
of the classroom. So the next time you
are walking along the Long Walk, per-
haps you should try a different method
to greet someone. A little variety will
never kill you, arjd,fieiLher1wil] tjieJiye
seconds of embarrassment.
a THE RETURN OF THE BLIND
PATE REVIEW!!
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and poor education, there is a powerful
reassurance of a better life in America.
"Therefore, the re-awakening of Islam, or
its retrieval, will emerge in the near fu-
ture," said Baker.
Once again, another issue to consider
when processes like this take place is
whether the level of authenticity of Is-
lam will be at all depleted. Baker ad-
dressed this issue and offered some
resolutions to not only help the retrieval
of Islam in modern America and the
world, but also to retain its authenticity.
Among these resolutions, Baker
claimed that television and media will
play important roles in making Islam
contemporaneous while holding onto
authenticity. Also, labor unions, accord-
ing to Baker, need to be instilled and
given more power, along with rehabili-
tating the ashamed youth of Egypt.
Baker's resolutions are clear and intel-
ligible, (enough for them to be put forth
to the Ambassador of Egypt), but there
are problems that are foreseeable.
America has to be extremely careful
to not colonize Islam. It needs to give Is-
lam impetus in order to survive in this
fast-paced changing world, but due to
the size and power of America, "Islam"
has to be perceptive and susceptible of
possibly being swallowed up and losing
its authenticity as well as its essence.
In hopes of not sounding too diplo-
matic, it seems as if the decolonization
process, with such success in the last 50-
70 years, may have found its limitations
when sharing its existence with moder-
nity.
Further decolonizing seems to simply
open new problematic doors rather than
closing them, where the inhabitants are
lead further and further away from a







10. Psi-U and Pork: The Bther white meat.
9. Tri-Delt and Chevrolet Prizm A constant reminder
of your superior intelligence.
8. Crow and Beef: It's what's for dinner.
7. Cleo and Virginia Sums: It's a woman thing.
6. Kappa and Nike: Just do it
5. St. Anthony Hall and Right Guard Anything less
would be uncivilized.
4. Lockwood and Secret: Strong enough for a
man, but Ph-balanced for a woman.
3. Elmo and Clairol Herbal Essences: An Organic
Experience.
2. AD and Jack Daniel's Whiskey: Not subject to
change. Not now. Not ever.
1. President Dobelle and Canon Rebel: Image is
everything.
Tiny Tarot of Sister Ravenylass
GENERAL READING: Brace yourselves, friends and kindred, for a week of wild hijinks at Camp Trin-Trin sure to leave you gasping for breath. Despite stern
warnings from the Christian Right, the Devil is yukking it up this week: smoking, drinking, dancing and debauching his dionysian way across the Long Walk.
Combined with the Chariot, the intentions of the horned god are clear^we're alleotagon a journey of sensual overload this week. But don't get nervous, sweet
conservatives. The Hanged Man, your favorite God,"is lending*Tiis"c'ompassTOn'"toEf̂ sgm*e*ratreve7ry. Be on the lookout for strange and unexplainable events. This
week, nothing can be labeled good or bad. . -
5CORFIO
OCT23-NOV21
What was spring like when you were
a child? Do you have memories of
shredded plastic grass, church, and
pastel chocolate overload? Were you
Christian? Did you celebrate this
seemingly most dour and adult of holi-
days wearing your best, most uncom-
fortable clothes? If not, terrific. If so, I
suggest you go a little wild this Easter.
SAGITTARIUS-,
NOV22-DLC21
A little non-Christian mythology for
you on this Easter Week: the time-for
the Christian holiday of Christ's resur-
rection was taken from the traditional
pagan celebration of the return of the
earth god from the realm of the dark"
goddess back into the world of life and
light. This is the time of year when all
seemingly dead things return to life
and living. Go outside and observe all




The snow may blow, the cold may pen-
etrate, the sky may yet grow dark. But
spring, goddammit, spring is finally
here. The earth and the almanac speak
the truth. Death's hold over the earth
is broken. And even though the planet
seems like a rather sullen place right
now, it's gearing up for a huge celebra-
tion. When the final cycle of rewards
and punishments is finished, I see




Doesn't money suck? Doesn't working
suck? Doesn't living in this have and
have-not capitalist, fascist bureaucracy
suck? Guess what, apathy child. Unless
you intend to win the lottery (or you're
the Unibomber or have a local militia in
your back pocket) there isn't any way to
bypass the Beast. Deal with it. Get your
house in order. Get your resume in or-
der. And go out and find a job.
PISCES
FE.& l?-MAR20
A good education is a rare and valu-
able thing. Are you satisfied with the
education you have been receiving thus
far? Do you feel like you've learned
enough? Do you feel like there must be
• something else out there to know? This
week, Pisces, you will be presented with
the opportunity to take your education
to a whole new level—and I'm not just














worksthatican 'tsay—New Order "bizarre
love triangle"
1 TAURUS
AFR 20 - MAY 20
Is assisted suicide wrong? Is Jack
Kevorkian a certified homicidal wacko
or is he the wave of the future? What
about the rights of the individual? What
' about debilitating incurable illness?
What about the conditions of depression
upon personality affect? What about liv-
ing wills? What about free choice? Why
do you think what you think? Is your




What is love? What does it mean? Is
it necessarily dependent upon passion?
Or romance? Or commitment? What is
love? I know your general emotional
state this week is more geared towards
LUST, than LOVE, but maybe this would
be a good time to sort out the general
American paradigm of the love relation-
ship and decide if it holds true for you.
• > •
CANCER
O 21 -JUL 22
. Are you jonesing for your favorite fix?
I know it was hard to give up that big
important thing in your life. I know the
withdrawal pains have you doubled over
like a helpless baby, lying in some dark
closet wishing that big important thing
was around to help you out. Advice?
Give the pain of withdrawal a little time
to subside and then take the time to con-
sider: is that big important thing in your
life making you a better and happier per-
son, or just a junkie?
LEO
JUL25-AUG22
Everybody and their mother came
back from Spring Break with a terrific
suntan. This week, Leo, you might
want to start a trend by going out and
getting a moontan. Go outside and
bathe your flesh in the nascent clarity
of the moonlight. Absorb a little ethe-
real glow. And although it may be a
little cold out there at night in your
bathing suit, be assured that no one
ever gets skin cancer from the moon.
They just get a little bit strange.
VIRGO
., AUG 25-SETT 22
I see you caught in the middle of a
moral financial struggle. You could
choose to dump your tax return crap
in the garbage. Or you could sit and
just worry about the future and every
little thing a future entails. Or you
could sit down and create a balanced
budget for yourself. If you lose this
struggle for financial independence,
don't feel bad. Our honored elected of-
ficials aren't setting the best example
of how to manage the fast cash. Blame
it all on the government.
£ - K Ll&RA £-j-£
X. 5E.FT25-OCT2; J^
I see your lazy eye for the main chance
. had blearily awakened. Spring will do
that to a person. As this third eye
opens, bleary and sleep-smeary, you
may be tempted to just let your wild
soul roll over and sleep through the
alarm. I advise you to drink a cup of
psychic coffee and start warming up
your voice. Now is the time to begin.
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Blind Date Review.
Running Out Of Steam In Downtown Hartford
BY PATRICE EVANS
| AND BRIDGET JANAIRO
Features Writers
SHE; Bereft of the affections
one enjoys when in the com-
pany of a loved one and further
dismayed by the recent cold
front that hit Hartford last
week, I thought a blind date
might be just the way to perk up
my weekend. Much to my dis-
may, my blind date turned out
to be Patrice Evans, infamous
for the nefarious antics he and
his roommate were responsible
for when we cohabited Little
freshman year. I decided to go
anyway-a free meal is a free
meal.
HE I must confess, its been a
long winter for one Patrice
Evans. After a year's hiatus, the
segue back into school life was
lacking the intimate touch.
Sure I have a girlfriend in Vir-
ginia but its been tough. Finally
I broke down and went the
blind date route.
You could not comprehend
my delight when I found out
•my date was to be Bridget
Janairo. As most of you-fellas
probably know, a great answer
for a lonely man is Senorita
Bridget. Known internationally
from China to Puerto Rico and
the dark corners of most dorms
at dear Trin-Trin, I viewed this
prospect as the perfect solution
for my problem. No beating
around the bush, no petty small
talk, no worrying about saying
"the right thing". The lovely
Bridget knows just how to make
a guy feel special.
THE DATE City Steam, Main
Street in Hartford (the old
Brown Thompson building)
SHE Patrice turned out to be
a half-way decent, conversa-
tionalist— but, throughout din-
ner I could not help to be
preoccupied by the obscene
consumption the man was ca-
pable of. Offering me the carrot
sticks off of his buffalo chicken
dish, Patrice proceeded to de-
molish a heaping platter of
nachos and sat salivating for his
entree... entrees, that is. Patrice
ate for the both of us-a savory
sirloin platter and a fat battered
fish and chips basket. Unfortu-
nately, the $40 limit from the
Tripod only allowed for me to
enjoy a Diet Coke to supplement
the vegetable garnishes Patrice
left on his plate.
HE Things seemed to be go-
ing smoothly. Bridget was quite
responsive on the ride over and
it appeared to me that the long,
cold winter was finally over. 1
was pleased when upon arrival
at the restaurant we were seated
in a dark, secluded area of the
restaurant. 1 felt Bridget's eyes
checking me out. I figured she
was impressed with my trendy
Trinity Football jacket (#69). I
was thinking this was going to
be a great night.
Our waiter came by, and 1
noted his rubenesque figure and
pimply face. I had not eaten
since the day before and with a
$40 budget I pounced on the
opportunity for a tall helping of
nachos and buffalo chicken
strips to start with. Bridget had
told me on the way over that she
was hungry but oddly enough
when Mr. Jiggles the waiter
asked for her order she simply
smiled and asked for a Diet
Coke. Wanting to take full ad-
vantage of our budget, I added
on to. my order a juicy steak and
some fish and chips. I am not
one for excessive conversation
while feasting but I made sure
to offer some of my carrot and
celery sticks to Bridget. 1 was
ecstatic when she began to se-
ductively play with the carrot,
her eyes gazing off into the dis-
tance. Oh yeah, I was getting the
message she was sending loud
and clear. • .
SHE While Patrice was busy
licking his greasy fingers clean
enough to grapple a fork, 1
looked around the restaurant.
Nice atmosphere, your typical
brewery theme accented with
smart purple hues in the decor,
Then my wandering eyes met
his. Our waiter was looking
longingly toward our table.
Was he waiting for my glutton-
ous date to hail him down for
another round of nachos? Or
could it be...l was certain that
the strapping stud had winked
his last trip around. As he ap-
Patrice and Bridget after their City Steam date. KATIE KURZ
proached us, I felt myself blush
and looked coyly downwards.
He asked if there was anything
else he could do for us. Seizing
the opportunity 1 shot him a
knowing look and asked if I
could get a tour of the brewery.
Patrice had mentioned between
mouthfuls that he may be inter-
ested in checking out a dessert
menu so 1- figured I had some
time to kill.
HE: "ALERT, ALERT", my
mind screamed at me. My date
had just asked for a tour of the
restaurant and my instincts .
told me this was certainly not
an inviting gesture toward me.
"STOP EATING AND TALK TO
HER!", my mind screamed
again. Toolate.Mr.Jigglesof the
fat arse and face that oozed puss
into the occasional drink had
stolen my girl, Here I was, no
date, no waiter and six empty
plates. Well, what would any
guy do in this situation,..! bellied
up to the bar. After a couple of
Long Island iced teas my de-
spair over losing my wanton
companion began to wane. The
food had been good, the nachos
a little soft, thefish and chips on
the heavy side; bu t the steak and
chicken strips were excellent.
Service may have been a little
too friendly, but my stomach
was full and so was my wallet-
maybe Bridget was working a
free meal out of Mr. Jiggles as I
sat there-I wasn't too worried. If
she wanted to hang with a
herby, fat, pimply little twit over
me-sobeit.
Looking up, preparing to
leave I noticed another fine
young specimen giving me the
eyeball I went over and we hit
it off. Only problem was that I
was on my way out and she was
about to dine. Well, 1 had no ride
home and so what the hell-my
food was beginning to digest
. anyway.
"—"When"Tlihi^s Jusi DoriTSeem To Go Your Way
A Look At Murphy's Laws At Work On Campus
BY JENNIFER GERARD
Features Columnist
We have all heard of
Murphy's Law Just when you
think things are going your way,
they don't. At Trinity this is
more common than anywhere
else, at least in my experience.
It just seems that no matter how
good your luck may seem, you
always lose out:
In this little bubble in which
we study, it's quite apparent that
fashion plays a major role.
Therefore, it is an obvious
asumption that when you think
you are dressing appropriately,
you are not. How many of you
went by your house during
Spring Break to pick up shorts
and t-shirts, and at the same
time dropped off your wool
sweaters?
And now, after last week's hot
spell, we are back in the frigid
New England spring. The Trin-
ity version of Murphy's Law
two biggest enemies here. The
one day you think that the sky
is not going to open up and rain
on you, you don't wear your
slicker, and it pours. But
Murphy's Law would require
that it only starts to rain when
you are at the furthest point
you actually do ALL of the read-
ing, class is canceled. The one
day (sure, just one day) that you
don't do the reading, there is a
quiz. And the one day you skip
class, you inevitably run into
your professor on the Long
Walk , v
The one day you actually do ALL of the reading, class is canceled.
The one day (sure, just one day) that you don't do the reading,
there is a quiz. And the one day you skip class, you inevitably




states that as soon as you pack
up the sweaters and gloves, the
temperature will drop into the
30s.
Another form of that law is
that after a week of nice
weather that you have not
dressed right for, you finally de-
cide to wear shorts and it is on
the verge of snowing. Weather
and fashion, of course, are the
from your dorm.
And there is always the
insistance of the fashion gods to
make a fool of you. The one day
you decide to wear your black
pants...so does everyone else. But
I guess that happens every day.
However, don't think that it is
only the fashion gods who write
Murphy's Laws; there are also
the academic gods. The one day
FARES ARE ROUND TRIP AND no NOT INCLUDE,
TAXES. RESTRICTIONS APPLY.
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The gods of academia love to
play with your grades, as well.
The paper you spend weeks on,
you get an F, and the one you
spend half an hour on, you get
an A. Also, that paper that you
work so hard on all night will
be eaten by the computer gods
as an of fering. And of course the
one thing you don't study is on
the test. *
However, above and beyond
any of the aforementioned gods
and laws of Mr. Murphy, there
are the ironies of your social life.
The one weekend you go away,
, there is a really great party at
Trinity, while you weresittirig at
home and watching TV.
On those weekends when
there are a million parties, you
go to the one party no one else
is at. And then the one night
you decide to stay home to try
and catch up on some sleep, the
people across the hall have a re-
ally loud party.
Within the realm of thesocial
gods, there are those who spe-
cialize in ruining your love life
(or hook up life, as the case most
likely is). The one hookup you
really, really regret you run into
them the next day at least ten
times. The one night you stay
over in someone's room, your
mom calls at 8am. The one
night someone stays over in
your room, mom pays you a sur-
prise visit at 8am. And the one
night you get that certain some-
one to come home with you,
your roommate has already oc-
cupied the room.
Murphy has also instated
laws that botch up your every-
day life. For example, the one
day you get a package, you don!t
have your ID, and Vinnie won't
budge. The one movie you re-
ally want tosee at Cinestudio is
playing on the one night that
you can't go. ••;..
And how could I leave out the
Convenience Store? The one
night you are pulling an allh
nighter and really want some
Ben and Jerry's, the Conve-
nience Store is not open. How
convenient!
It is impossible to predict
when the gods will strike.
When you are praying the hard-1
est that they won't act, they take
special note of what youaredo-
ing that day.
It could be the gods of fash-
ion or those of academia, but
whoever they are, they are noi
yourfriends. ... •
Be wary, Trinity, Mr. Murphy
and the gods above are out therfe,
and they are laughing. Their
only purpose is to ruin every-
thing you've got going for you.
No matter how hard you try to .
control your life, Mr. Murphy
holds all the marbles.
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Trinity Crew: Hard Work On And Off The Water
Travels, Competition and Community Service Brings The Crew Closer Together
BY KATIE KURZ
Sports Editor
As students packed their bags
ready to leave campus for
Spring Break, Gainesville, Geor-
gia was struck by an unex-
pected fatal tornado. Before
many hadcaten their morning
breakfast, the twister had killed
families and friends, leaving
only remnants of houses scat-
tered behind. Trinity Women's
Crew took the opportunity to
help in the reconstructive ef-
forts of the Gainesville commu-
nity on the Wednesday
afternoon during vacation.
The Men's and Women's Var-
sity and Novice Crews left on
that fateful Friday heading for
Gainesville. Their training trip
would consist of rowing, sleep-
ing, eating and little else. The
crews practiced throughout the
week on Lake Lanier and the
Chattahouckee River (the wa-
ters where the Olympic crew
and kayak events were held in
the 1996 summer games). Their
schedule was dominated by
'01, Townsend Smith '98, cap-
tain Bob Deegan '99, Etienne
LeBailey'99,TylerStreetman'01,
Andy Copleman '01, Greg
Pagnini '00]dominated the race,
taking first while the Second
Lightweight boat [Ben Sayles '01
(coxswain), Dillon Twombly
'00, Matt Ruggles '00, Steve
Mount Holyoke and Coast
Guard with over two
boatlengths of open water.
Trinity was pleased with its
results but will prepare this
week to make an even stronger
showing in Worcester this Sat-
urday against Holy Cross,
UMass and Mount Holyoke.
Shane Cole '01 and Sarah Coyle '99 work
together picking up debris in the path of the
fatal tornado.
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Bryna McConarty '99 and Vanessa Parker-Geisman '01 move
heavy pieces of the roof of the North Hall High School.
double and even triple sessions
planned by the coaches.
The women were given
Wednesday afternoon off and
Varsity rower Dillon Twombly .
'00 suggested that the women
might be able to help the devas-
tated Gainesville community.
Novice women Shane Cole '01
and Shana Grannan '01 found a .
local Red Cross center and in-
quired where the team, could
volunteer to help in the tornado
clean-up efforts.
Twenty-three Novice and
Varsity women traveled to the
North Hall HighSchool, one of
the two schools that lay in the
path of the tornado, which had
been shut down because of the
damage done and witnessed
first-hand the powers of Mother
Nature.
Police, dump trucks and de-
bris filled the area around the
school. Across the street, the
path of the tornado was visibly
seen: trailer homes split in two
were completely exposed, trees
fully uprooted, insulation from
the inside of houses scattered
among the treetops, a car flat-
tened by a fallen tree, and roofs
totally dismantled.
The Trinity women were en-
thusiastically greeted by the
school principal and teachers.
Although only able to give three
hours of their time, the team
were presented with numerous
tasks. They set out to pick up
debris and nails from parking
lots, wash windows and collect
all of the roofing and shingles
from around the premise.
While the women did their
part, the high school bustled
with construction men, re-
building the roofs and clearing
away the large appliances as
contractors milled around as-
sessing the damage.
The women left, tired and
dirty from their hard work, but
they realized that their efforts
were only a small portion of the
necessary reconstruction that
Gainesville needed. It would
take a lot more to rebuild the
two high schools, private homes
and establish life as usual again
in Georgia.
THAMES RIVER REGATTA
The first spring regatta was
held this past weekend, kicking
off the sprint season for the row-
ers. The crews, excluding the
First Varsity and Novice
Women's eights who were in
San Diego for the weekend, trav-
eled to New London, Connecti-
cut to compete. The conditions
were less than ideal with high
winds and choppy water, but
Trinity had a strong perfor-
mance overall, under the guid-
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ance of Stew Stokes, Men's Nov-
ice Coach and Steve Fluhr, Men's
Varsity Coach.
The Second Women's Novice
eight [Shane Cole '01 (cox-
swain), Amanda Cox '01, Angie
DeMartino '01, Jenny Benjamin
'01, Leigh Pendleton '01, Vanessa
Parker-Geisman '01, Jess Rank
'01, Susanna Kise '01, Danielle
Suchcicki '01] was the first to
compete, having a victorius first
career sprint race, despite their
coach Erica Schwab's absence.
The Second Women's Var-
sity eight [Tricia Balatico '99
(coxswain), co-captain Amy
Cardello '98, Kelley Carnwath
'98, Jen Halstead '98, Juli
Bogdanski '99, Kerry Bachman
'99, Emily.Polito '00, Karyn
Meyer '99] made its way out into
the rough surf and defeated
Coast Guard and' Mount
Holyoke as well. ,:
Trinity's two Varsity Men's
Lightweight eights faced off
against Coast Guard. A new
policy was established this year
for these two, boats; there is no
longer a Men's Novice Light-
weight boat, instead the fresh-
men rowers axe allowed to seat
race against the Varstiy rowers
to gain a seat on these two Var-
sity boats.
The First Lightweight eight
[Leigh Burwick '98 (coxswain),
Barrett Bijur 'Oljohn Mansfield
The First Varsity Women's eight
practices its starts on Lake Lanier.
.\AULMJRi:
Colgate '99, Alan Kurd '01, Eric
Burt '98, Dan Hughes '00, Cot-
ter Kelsey '00, Leo Angulo '01,
Keith Conner '01, and Ward
McDonald '01] followed up in a
close third place behind Coast
Guard.
The Men's Novice"'Heavy-
weight eight [Spencer Schulten
'01 (coxswain), -Fernando
Borghese '01, Doug Carlson '01,
Wilson Grandin '01, Raeff
Quinn '01, George Hutton '01,
Reid. Wilmerding '01, Brian
Allen '01 and Casey Tischer '01]
ventured out, but in the first 100
meters of the race, the skeg (part
of. the steering equipment)
came off of the boat. The race
was postponed and the starting
time for this race was delayed as
the boat returned to the boat-
house for repairs.
Once the adjustments were
made to their boat, the nine
men headed back out and com-
peted against Coast Guard. The
race was a lot closer than the
men anticipated. Even with
their first win of the season, the
coaches and the rowers felt that
their performance could have
been much stronger.
The next to last race was the
Men's Varsity Heavyweight
eight [Jim Heneghan '98 (cox-
swain), captain Tim Whipple
'98, Tim Godfrey '00, Evan
Remley '99, Greg Kern '00, Pete
Mantius '99, Andrew Bartle '99,
Gus Poole '00, and Dwight
Pringle '99], They, competed
against Coast Guard and
UConn; while they successfully
held off UConn, they could not
pull past the strong Coast
Guard crew. The men had a
solid start taking the lead for the
first 500 meters, but they could
not hold onto it for the remain-
der of the piece.
The last boat scheduled to
come down the race course was
the Women's Varsity Four [Alice
Yamada '98 (coxswain), Sarah
Coyle '99, Erica Vassilos '00,
Caroline Nonna '00 and Emily
Beales '99]. They had a solid per-
formance of powerful rowing
and they took first place over
SAN DIEGO CREW CLASSIC
Last year Trinity gave the
Men's and Women's Varsity
eights the opportunity to com-
pete in the reknowned crew re-
gatta on- Mission Bay .in
California. The College again
graciously allowed two
women's crews to compete in
this season's opener on the West
Coast.
The First Women's Novice
and Varsity eights left campus
this past Thursday to compete
in the weekend-long regatta.
The Varsity boat was made up
of co-captain Beth Bronzino '99
(coxswain), Kelly Johnson '00,
Emma Uehlein '99, Bryna
McConarty '99, Jocelyn Jones
'99,'Isaac Bohannon '00, Carrie
Rorer '00, Alison Odell '99 and
Lacy Winn '99.
The Novice boat was com-
prised of Tina Couch '01 (cox-
swain), Liisa Jackson '01, Shana
Grannan '01, Anya Skwarek'01,
Liz Fairbanks '01, Julie
Komanecky '01, Kerry Blethen
'01, Newell Gates '01; and Beth
Poole '01.
The Varsity women com-
peting against six other boats
placed fourth out of seven in
their heat. Their first 1000
meters of the race were not
strong, and coming into the last
500 meters, Trinity lagged be-
hind, however with an incred-
ible sprint, the women pulled,
up from fifth to fourth place.
Unfortunately, they needed to
place either first or second to
qualify for the Grand Final. The
boat made it to the Petite Final
held on Sunday. The women
came in fourth of five crews in'
the finals.
The Novice Women's eight
competed on Saturday in the "B"
heat with other crews such as
University of Washington, Uni-
versity of California-Berkley,
and Michigan. They placed
fourth out of seven crews. This
qualified them for the Petite Fi-
nal, as well on Sunday. They
came in fifth out of sixth in
their final performance.
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A Winning Streak
con tin ued from
page twenty-four
The Bantams returned north
and opened up play March 31 at
Mount Holyoke with an easy 21-
2 win. Contributions were
abundant, as seven different
players found the net, six of
which also assisted on a goal.
Knowles (5 goals, 1 assist),
Cavanagh (4 goals, 2 assists),
and Martinelli (3 goals, 3 assists)
each enjoyed a six.point after-
noon. Also victimizing the
Mounties were Dwyer (4 goals,
1 assist), and "Miss Scarlett" (3
goals, 1 assist). Derosier spent
most of her day yawning, as she
only faced seven shots.
On Thursday, April 2, Trinity
opened its home schedule
against NESCAC rival Con-
necticut College, and downed
the Camels 22-12. In recent
years, the Bantams and Camels
have engaged in some classic
battles, usually decided late in
the game. However, this year,
Trinity broke tradition and
jumped out to a 15-6 half time
lead and never looked back. It
was the usual suspects again for
the Bantams as Cavanagh
scored five goals, Knowles four,
Martinelli and Johnston three,
and Dwyer two. Tucker, the
teams defensive juggernaut, got
offensive with the Camels as she
enjoyed a three point day, with
two goals and an assist. Scarlett,
the New Jersey native, added
one goal and three assists.
This past Saturday, Trinity
traveled to Medford, Mass. for a
battle of unbeatens with Tufts
University, and left town with
an 18-8 victory and their perfect
record still intact. In the first
NESCAC road game of the year,
two seniors emerged to lead the
way. Martinelli and Knowles
scored five goals apiece as Trin-
ity scored the game's first seven
goals and led 10-3 at halftime.
Also contributing were
Cavanagh with three goals and
Dwyer with two, while Scarlett,
Smith, and sophomore Heidi
Polsen each scored one.
This week the Bantams make
the always adventurous week-
end trip to Maine, facing a much
improved Colby team on Friday
and Bates on Holy Saturday af-
ternoon. Sheppard hopes her
team can continue what she has
termed as, "an offensive explo-
sion through the first five
games," in which the Bantams
have scored 99 goals.
Up To Bat In The
New Spring Season
Softball Maintains A 9-7Record
she was solid on the mound, yetBY HARLEIGH LEACH
Sports Writer she didn't get the support she
mtmm
H s tedious sea-
son, ending with an 8-18 record,
the Trinity Softball Team has re-
turned from Florida 6-4, and
finished off their first week of
play with a record of 9-7. Hav-
ing lost only one senior, this
year's squad is stocked full of
veterans as well as a bunch of
fresh faces.
Coach Fran Vandermeer, re-
turning in her second season as
head coach, is excited and opti-
mistic about the vast improve-
ment from last year. With two
returning pitchers, there is the
presence of experience on the
mound as well as an infield of
four upperclassrnen and one
freshman. In Florida, tri-cap-
tain Kirsten Graham '98 [3-3]
and returning MVP Beth
Mooradian '00 [3-1] have started
the season on the right foot.
After a slow start at Ft. Pierce
in Florida, the team won five of
their last six games with tri-
captain Ali McBride '98 batting
over .300 and contributing
clutch RBIs. Centerfielder
Meredith Tarbell '99, the lead-
off batter, has been working on
becoming a slap-hitter. Her
great speed has been extremely




Tricia Mase '01 and third
baseman Brianna Stanton '01,
have made an immediate im-
pacts on the field and at the
plate.Returning from the sunny
paradise, the Bantams opened
their season with a home game
this past Tuesday against Smith
with a tough 3-4 loss.
Righthander Graham tossed a
complete game, scattering eight
hits and allowing just two
earned runs. Vandermeer felt
hard to come by for us.
However, they bounced back
on Thursday with their first
home win against St. Joseph's
College, 12-0. Mooradian threw
a one-hitter against the under-
manned St. Joseph's squad and
the Bantams struck forward
with a great offensive attack.
Combined Mase and Stanton
had five hits and scored five
runs. Mooradian backed herself
with two hits and two RBIs,
along with doubles from Gra-
ham and McBride as well as two
doubles from Anna Norland '98.
So far Coach Vandermeer felt
this was the most explosive and
offensive day of the season and
the team needed this blowout
game.
The Bantams began their
weekend with a doubleheader
on Saturday against their first
conference opponent, Amherst
College. Mooradian started the
day with a victory, 4-1 pitching
a three-hitter, making two hits,
and one RBI.
Mase continued her success
with two hits and two RBIs.
Emily Clarke '99 added two
more hits for Trinity. Tri-cap-
tain Tara Hanlon '98 also con-
tributed with a hit and the final
RBI.Yet, things began to unravel
in the second game of the after-
noon. While Graham didn't
have her best outing of the year,
five fielding errors by veteran
ball players were the key to the
team's demise. Amherst pulled
away 13-1, as the poor defensive
effort and slow bats hindered
Trinity.
Less than 24 hours later, the
Bantams refocus and split
Sunday's doubleheader against
Keene Sta te in New Hampshire.
Pitching the first game,
Mooradian improved her record
"It Feels Like A Homerun!"
In the recent doubleheader against Amherst,
Trinity hitter swings a grounder into the field.
continued from
page twenty-four
'00 also added a homerun and
five RBIs for Trinity.
Trinity followed up the vic-
tory over Macalester with a de-
feat at the hands of the
University of Chicago, 6-4. Se-
nior tri-captain Christian
Sheehan pitched all seven in-
nings for the Bantams, but his
effort was impaired by three
costly Trinity errors. Sheehan
went had three hits in three at
bats as well, but the team still
fell short, possibly after having
just finished playing Macalester.
h f ^ f r
tinxty"^ngigecl" in a double-
header with Colby. The Ban-
tams emerged victorious in the
first game, 12-6, behind the
power hitting of Colin Lynch
and Jake Miles, who both hit
homers, and Sheehan and Chris
Burchfield, who added three
hits a piece in the winning ef-
fort.
In the second game, the
White Mules overcame a strong
pitching performance by Trin-
ity freshman Jarrett Bayliss to
take the victory 3-1. Walter
Keelty picked up the win for
Colby, while Bayliss took the
loss for the Bantams.
The Bantams got an out-
standing effort out of lefty
Brian Powell '00 as he won his
second game of the year in a 4-
2 defeat of Missouri Valley.
Sheehan and Lynch again led
the Bantams offensive attack, as
each had two hits on the day,
lifting the Bantams record to 3-
2 overall.
The next Wednesday in Fort
Myers, the Bantams pulled out
two tough wins over NESCAC
rival Middlebury, 13-12 and 15-
14 respectively. The first game
saw G^melli provide the needed
pitching help to put the Ban-
tams over the top in the late in-
nings, and the offense was aided
by the efforts of Sheehan and
Lynch once again.
In the second game, the Ban-
tams rallied behind a six run
fifth inning to power by
Middlebury, as Klocek and
freshman Jack Richardson led
the offensive output.
Upon their return to New
England, the Bantams picked
up right where they left off in
Florida, continuing their wiri-
AUX PECK
ning ways and establishing
themselves as a force to be reck-
oned with in the NESCAC.
Their power was demonstrated
most recently in a 20-1 victory
over Coast Guard, in which the
Bantams gathered 20 hits and
an outstanding pitching perfor-
mance from Bayliss, who held
Coast Guard nearly scoreless
over six innings.
The emergence of Bayliss as a
fine addition to Trinity's staff
has been a welcome sight for
Head Coach Bill Decker, who
feels that IThis team has a solid
nucleus and an outstanding op-
portunity to do some terrific
things this^year. As long as we
cbnt'iriueScompetearthis livel
and stay focused, we'll be in
good shape for the stretch run.
It is most certainly a promis-
ing start for the Bantams, whose
#3 ranking in New England is
drawing heads throughout the
basebaUcommunity.
They are as deep as any team
in the NESCAC, and as long as
the pitching and hitting con-
tinue to stay at their current
high levels of output, the team
is well on its way top a success-
ful campaign.
to 6-1, with a 3-2.win. Trinity
started out: with three runs in
the first inning and held on for
the win. Mooradian/arid out-
fielder Nikki Law '00 each had
an RBI and the strength of the
batting order of Stanton,
Mooradian, McBride, and Mase
pulled out four consecutive hits.
Defense was also key with im-
pressive plays from Tarbell.
Even though Keene State took
the second game 2-1, it came
down to the seventh inning,
when the Bantams had the op-
portunity to score. Keene
scored each of their runs in the
first and fourth innings. Yet,
Hanlon rallied in the sixth with
a single. She scored after a sac-
rifice by Stanton and a double
by Mooradian. Trinity pulled
within one but ended the in-
ning with Mooradian stranded
on second.
In the seventh, Clarke hit a
lead-off double, and a pinch
runner advanced to third on a
wild pitch, only to be stranded
there as Keene's pitcher re-
corded three strikeouts in the
inning. Vandermeer felt it was
a better outing than the day be-
fore by the presence of intensity
and focus, which was apparent
the entire day. Yet, she expresses
concern due to the lack of sup-
port behind Graham on the
field and at the plate with un-
timely hitting.
Vandermeer feels that her
veteran squad is more polished
with more threats at the plate,
on defense, and on the base
path. She is pleased with the
immediate impact that fresh-
men Stanton and Mase have
made with their noticeable con-
tributions at the plate and in the
field. Overall, she sees her team
as a potential force in the
NESCAC, yet is looking for vet-
erans to step it up and make the
regular plays routine, get dirty,
and support the pitchers. In or-
der to make the season what we






ished with a time of 39:59, just
making her goal of breaking
40:00. She was happy as her
race strategy of "starting rela-
tively slow and just moving up
steadily" worked well for her.
Mendell finished in third place.
Trinity stacked the field in
the women's 3000 meter race,
entering four of their five dis-
tance runners. In the field of
over 30 people, Trinity placed
all four of their runners in the
top ten. These runners in their
respective order of finish were
Yolanda Flamino '99, Elizabeth
Worthy '98, Thania Benios '99,
and Sonya Worthy '98. Benios
ran her best time, 10:42.
In the men's 5000 Adam
Forkner '00 ran well, as did
David Kyle '00, who finished in
16:15. Todd Markelz '01 ran a
breakthrough race finishing in
a. time of 15:48, In response,
Markelz said, "I'm very happy.
My goal was to break 16:00 and
1 didn't know if I would do it
with the wind. But to break
15:50 was a very nice surprise,
I'm very pleased with it." Eric
Lavigne also ran well as he fin-
ished in seventh place.
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Weather Poses A Problem For Track And Field
BY YOLANDA FLAMINO
Sports Writer
This past Saturday, the Track and Field
Teams hosted their home invitational
where twenty-five schools competed.
These schools included NESCAC
schools, such as Amherst and
Middlebury, other Division III schools,
and a few Division I schools, such as Yale
and University of Hartford. Trinity fared
well against the competition despite the
cold and windy weather conditions.
A number of fine performances were
turned in off the track by Trinity ath-
letes. Leading the way in the men's
throwing events was Peter Marino '00 in
the hammer throw. Marino scored
points for the team as he threw a per-
sonal best for the second week in a row.
Marino, commenting on his throw, said,
"1 threw decently. It was my best so far,
but I think that I should still be throw-
ing a little further, but it's tough in this
weather. Hopefully next week." Match-
ing his performance was Beth Doran '99
in the women's hammer.
Benjamin Goss 'OOfinished in fifth
place in the high jump with a leap of 6'0".
Goss was not pleased with his perfor-
mance; he has done better in the past. In
retrospect he said, "It wasn't my best, but
it was tough. The winning height was
only 6'4". Considering the level of com-
petition that was present at-the meet, it
really wasn't a good day for anyone."
Adam Orr '00 also earned a fifth place
finish. He cleared a height of 12' in the
pole vault, adding to Trinity's point to-
tal.
In the sprinting events, Mia
Antonnetti '00 lead the way for the Ban-
tams. Antonnetti ran a strong race in the
100 trials and earned a position into the
final heat, where she finished sixth.
Antonnetti also ran well in the 200
Adding to her effort was Valerie Walker
'98, who ran great races in both the 100
and the 200. Jay Wright '00 displayed his
speed in the 200, as he finished eighth
in the men's race. In the 400, Katherine
Shearer '01 produced a great race, as did
Matthew McShane '99, who finished
with a time of 52.8 seconds.
Moving up in distance, was Nicole
Hanley '99 in the 1500 meter race.
Hanley finished eighth with a time of
5:06. Despite the weather, this was an im-
provement from her indoor time. Fill-
ing in for Hanley in the 800 was Pamela
Kelley '99 with a fine performance. Also
in the 800 was Marisa Eddy '01 with an
excellent race. Eddy got off to a good
start, running in the middle of the lead
pack.
At the start of the second lap, Eddy
surged, as she ran negative splits, and
battled along the final straightaway for
the front spot. Here, Eddy passed a num-
ber of runners and held off others, fin-
ishing in second place with her best time,
2:21.
The men's 1500 was also a thrilling
race, with all Trinity eyes on Benjamin
Appleyard '98. Appleyard followed a
similar tactic as Eddy, starting in the
middle of the lead group and steadily
working his way forward. On the final
back straight Appleyard decided to
throw in a dash of extra speed, quickly
capturing three positions in what turned
out to be a very close race. However,
through the final turn Appleyard could
not hold off all of these runners.
Appleyard finished in fourth with a time
of 4:02.
Making his debut in the 3000 meter
steeplechase was Andrew Malick '00,
who finished eighth in a time 10:15.
Commenting on his run, Malick said, "It
was a great race. I really enjoyed it. I
think now that I have done it once, it will
be much easier to improve my time, es-
pecially under more favorable condi-
tions."
On the women's team, Kimberely
Mendell '99 ran her first 10,000. She fin-
see TRACK & FIELD on
page twenty-one
The Trinity Rugby Club England/Wales attends a THE 1998 RUGBY TEAM
Playoffs
Trinity students SAVE with the Wolf *Pack!
Get a $14.50 ticket for $12.1
Group rates available by catling 246-PUCK
AH games played at the Hartford Civic Center
* Just show valid student JD, starling 2 hours prior to game lime, at ihc Hartfoiil
Civic: Center Box Office, to receive discount,
Hlefcei per valid ID




























































Spring is upon us and the Tripod celebrates with its annual Spring Issue.
Since The Simpsons is set in SPRINGfield we thought we would have the
crazy animated family as our theme of the week . All the following an-
swers begin with the first name of the pictured Simpson's character to the
right. If you match the complete names call x2589 and if you are the first
to answer you win a case of Duff .s
thisjquarterback who racked
up 3 NFL championships and was the
MVP of the first 2 Super Bowls. He was
also named player the year in 1966.
2. Name this head coach of Cinderella
Valpariso. He coached his son, Drew,
into NCAA history this season.
3. This Boston Red Sox slugger was
named MVP in 1995 and has contin-
ued his offensive onslaught despite his
involvement in contract negotiations
and controversy off the field.
4. This owner of the Reds is notoroius
for her ignorant comments and her
glorified canines. She definitely is
lacking Mrs. Simpson's kickin' hair
cut.
5. This quarterback led Cleveland to
10 championships in his 10-year ca-
reer. He played on 3 NFL
chamiponship teams and was player
of the year in 1953 and 1955. He is also
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Onjhe Right Track After A Rout On The Jumbos
The Bantams Are Back On Top Again With A 3-2 Record
Even a Jumbo stick check does not prevent
Bantam attackman from netting the ball.
Bv SETH SCHWARTZ
Sports Writer
It's been a while since we last
saw the Men's Lacrosse Teamln
action, but the highly antici-
pated season is finally upon us,
tams did on March 15, with their
11-9 victory over Bates at the
neutral field Springfield Col-
lege.
The score was tied after the
first quarter at five apiece, but
that ended quickly when Trin-
ity exploded with four unan-
KYRASKVIR
Bates scored two in the third
and one in the fourth but the
defense held strong and kept
Trinity in the lead. Alex
Flemming's unassisted insur-
ance goal in the fourth put the
game safely in Trinity's hands
and gave them their first win of
and the Bantams have hit the
ground running with a 3-2
record.
What better way is there than
to open up a season with a win,
and that's just what the Ban-
minutes of the second quarter
to put them up 9-5.
Goals by Evan Levine '99,
Alex Hazel ton '99, Andy Hayes
'99, and Bobby Souers '00 put
. the Bantams ahead to stay.
Levine also recorded an assist
and Souers added his second
assist of the game when fed
Levine for the first goal of the
second quarter.
in a 10-0 romp. Souers had an-
other big game with two goals
and three assists while John
Harrelson '00 added two goals
of his own.
Matt Jerry '00 was a defensive
stalwart stopping all 8 of
Wesley's shots on goal.
Oneonta, hailing from New
York, had beaten Haverford in
the other first round game and"
was up next for the Bantams. It
seemed as though Mother Na-
ture was the only one who
could stand in the way of a third
straight win and unfortunately
that's exactly what happened as
their game was snowed out. No
makeup date has been an-
nounced yet.
The Bantams' next game was
on March 25, and it pinned
them against Lynchburg Col-
lege from Lynchburg, Virginia.
Despite the offensive outpour-
ing of four goals by Hayes, the
Hornets handed Trinity their
first defeat of the'season with a
9-5 loss. Levine and Souers kept
up their great play contributing
with two assists each. Levine
also added the other Trinity
goal.
Coming back to Hartford
•Jew London, the team
Trinity's next stop on their
schedule was the two-day Stony
Brook Tournament in upstate
New York (March 21-22) which
kicked off their three game
spring break schedule.
Trinity's first round opponent
was Wesley College from Dela-
ware. Mark Tassie '01 led the
team with four goals and an as-
sist as Trinity pitched a shutout
played Connecticut College on
April 1. Despite goal scoring
contributions from six different
Trinity players, the Camels, led
by senior attackman Chris
Abplanap's three goals and
three assists proved.to be too
much for the Bantams as Trin-
ity dropped their second
straight by a score of 13-7.
Michael Engel '00 scored two
goals and Will Stengel '99, Joe
Brantuk '00, Steve Baldini '00,
Souers, and Tassie all had a goal
of their own. This evened up
their record 2-2 as they headed
into their weekend meeting
with Tufts University at home.
Tufts came into the game
with a 1-5 record so the Bantams
needed to take this opportunity
to play their best, if they was
going to turn things around be-
fore it was too late in the season.
They responded by spanking
the Jumbos 19-6 as ten players
got in on the scoring act. The
Bantams led 7-2 after the first
quarter and never looked back.
They went up 13-4 by half-
time and added three goals in
each of the last two quarters to
put the finishing touches on
Tufts. Souers led the way with
a season high seven points, five
goals (also a season high) and
two assists.
Tassie was right behind with
four goals while Hayes and A lex
Ullman '00 each added two
more. Brian Andre '01, Bob
Morse '01, Michael Engel '00,
Bob Morse '01, Farley Towse '00,
and Baldini all netted one each.
The Bantams rebounded
from a cough loss to Connecti-
cut College and now appear to
be back on track. However,
they'll have to keep up their new
found offensive firepower if
they are to stay competitive
against their next opponent
Springfield who they play on
Wednesday.
After that it's off to Maine







Currently standing at an im-
pressive 13-3 record, the Trinity
Baseball team is on the road to-
ward one of the best season's in
.school history. Ranked at #3 in
New England, the Bantams
have jumped off to their incred-
ible performance as a result of a
thoroughly efficient pitching
staff and a sound set of hitters.
Having just returned from a
successful spring break trip to
Fort Myers, Florida, the squad is
poised to make a run at the
NESCAC championship if they
can continue on this pace.
In Fort Myers, the team im-
mediately started the season
with an impressive come from
behind victory over Macalester
College. Sparked by the score-
less sixth and seventh innings
pitched by Paul Gemelli '00, the
Bantams exploded with a seven
run sixth innings to pull away
with the 14-13 win. Jim Klocek
see BAJSEBALL on page
ttwenty-one
Women's Lacrosse: Perfect Through Five
BY T IM LYNCH AND
CRAIG MOODY
Sports Writers
The Women's Lacrosse team
is off to fast start going unde-
feated in its first five games. The
streak began in Panama City,
Florida over spring break as the
Bantams pummeled their first
opponent MIT 21-1. In the vic-
tory the Bantams outshot MIT
39-9 as ten different players
scored goals. Senior co-captain
Jen Martinelli paced the attack
with five goals and four assists.
Fellow senior Ashley Knowles
had three goals and one assist.
Juniors-Dorothy Cavanagh,
Nancy Dwyer, and Whitney
Scarlett each netted two goals of
their own. The large victory
margin allowed coach Robin
Sheppard to get all her players
some action. Taking special ad-
vantage of this opportunity
were freshmen Melissa Marlette
and Quinn Smith, both of
whom scored two goals in their
collegiate debuts. Sophomore
goalie Katie Derosier was solid,
stopping all but one of the shots
thrust her way.
The second game for the Ban-
tams on their southern road trip
At a recent home game, Nancy Dwyer '99 doesn't
let her defenders stand in her way.
was against Division III power-
house William Smith, who
eliminated Trinity from last
year's NCAA tournament.
Sheppard knew motivation
would not be a problem because
an early win over a tournament
mainstay like William Smith
would make a statement na-
tionwide that the Bantams are
a team to be reckoned with. The
veteran coach commented, "I
think .everyone overachieved
that day". Trinityjumpedontop
early taking a 124 lead into half-
time, before staving off a furious
William Smith rally and hold-
ing on for a 17-15 victory. Lead-
ing the way were Cavanagh
with five goals and Martinelli
with four. Junior AlixJohnston
pumped in three goals, while
Dwyer and Knowles chipped in
with two apiece. However, in
KYRA SKViR
the end, it was the Bantams' de-
fense that prevailed, standing
firm at crunch time.. Com-
mented senior co-captain
Amanda Tucker, "the defense
came up big for us, especially
Katie [Derosier]." The sopho-
more goalie from Longmeadow,
Mass. turned away seventeen
shots.
-• see LACROSSE on page
twenty-one
